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Abstract
Probing Nanomaterial Properties in a High-resolution Transmission
Electron Microscope
Fast development of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is pushing boundaries for nanomate-
rial observations at the unprecedented high spatial resolution, down to 60 pm, these days. The advances
of sampling techniques, lens aberration corrections and spectroscopic analysis allow for entire under-
standing of various materials atomic structures and spatially-resolved chemical compositions. How-
ever, common TEM techniques have had no access to nanomaterial electrical, mechanical, optical and
thermal properties, which may be advantageous for future applications, such as flexible electronics, op-
toelectronics, green energy storage etc. Thus it is crucial to find a way to manipulate, contact, and in
situ probe a nanomaterial in order to reveal its peculiar functionality. For example, in order to under-
stand light-matter interactions, electrical and optoelectronic properties of semiconducting nanomate-
rials and their heterostructures, it is essential to perform challenging optoelectronic tests under various
manipulations inside a high-resolution TEM.The beauty and power of the state-of-the-art in situTEM
experiments stem from a fact that any functional property may be measured under a full control of the
nanomaterial atomic structure, its defects and chemistry. This allows for the unambiguous establish-
ment of the clear structure-property relationship. And this is the “Holy Grail” of the whole Materials
Science field. However, this task is never as simple as handling and assembling toy bricks, especially
v
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inside a TEM.Throughout my PhD term I was able to successfully perform diverse in situ TEM prob-
ing experiments on a rich bunch of nanomaterials which will be used in the future lithium/sodium ion
batteries, flexible electronic and optoelectronic devices, and, overall, for any desired nanoarchitectonics
concept.
This Thesis comprises of 7 Chapters. Chapter 1 is an outline of the background of the probing in-
side TEM, which presents the development of in situTEM techniques. The content shows a novelty of
in situ TEM, its advantages and a scope of nanomaterials which are under study. In Chapter 2, meth-
ods and engineering details of my research are presented, including in situ TEM setups and its applica-
tions. Chapter 3 is the first experimental Chapter introducing manipulation possibilities in the frame
of the general nanoarchitechtonics concept and its applications for nanoengineering. The experiments
have been performed on the in situ TEM constructed axial nanowire junctions of CdS and p-Si. Then,
detailed electrical probing for energy storage research is discussed in Chapter 4. We fabricated an ultra-
stable sodium ion battery and analyzed the mechanism of its cycling performance under in situ TEM
probing. Through coupling with in situ TEM applied forces, two examples of force-driven optoelec-
tronic phenomena are detailed in Chapters 5 and 6. Finally, in Chapter 7, the whole research carried
out through the Thesis is reviewed and general conclusions are drawn. Also in this final Chapter, sug-
gestions are made for the future work in this booming field.
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1
Introduction
Theadvancementofmaterials scienceandtechnologyhas led to thediscovery andutilization
of nanoscale materials. Many of these new materials possess extraordinary chemical, electrical, optical
or mechanical properties. However, as human beings, who are millions or billions times larger than
nanomaterials, we are not perfectly scaled to reach them directly. As Feynman said, there is plenty of
room at the bottom, but it also means that plenty of efforts are expected toward researching.
1.1 Probing of nanomaterials
Generally, nanomaterials are materials in which a single unit is sized from one nanometer to a few hun-
dred nanometers. The scale difference between thesematerials and human body is more than amillion.
Besides scale difference, nanostructures usually possess special properties, as comparedwith bulkmate-
rials, due to chemical composition difference, surface to volume ratio and quantum confinements. The
confined structures of the same chemical type and compositionmight present very different properties.
An easy way to understand a value of the nanomaterial is to consider carbon materials. We know that
diamond and graphite are allotropes of carbon which possess different bonding and thereby amazingly
distinct physical and chemical characteristics. This is also true for a fullerene, a carbon nanotube and
graphene. Even the number of walls in a carbon nanotube would significantly affect its properties. [76]
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Figure 1.1: Special factors of nanomaterials contributing to various applications.
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Figure 1.2: How human beings gain access to lower scales, how to see and to manipulate.*
Therefore, what makes nanostuctures distinctive is not only their size, but also their unique composi-
tions, surfaces and quantum confinement effects.
As shown in Figure 1.1, many effects contribute to the particular functionality of a nanomaterial,
such as superior mechanical strength and rigidity, ultrahigh electrical mobility, abundant chemical ac-
tive sites, ect. Mechanical superiority is important for applications, e.g. for flexible electronics and de-
vices in Nano Electro-Mechanical Systems (NEMS). Electrical superiority of nanomaterials with var-
ious electronic band structures could be applied in electrical diodes, transistors, laser diodes (LDs),
light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and in transparent or flexible electronics and optoelectronics. Chemi-
cal superiority of nanomaterials make them desirable for highly efficient catalysis and portable energy
storage devices with high energy density.
However, it is not straightforward to access the properties of these nanomaterials and prepare them
for real applications. Unfortunately, this is due to the above-mentioned issue - a small scale. We under-
stand that the observation, reach and built of an object which is 106 to 109 (in one dimension) smaller
then any real world macro-object, for example theGreat Wall of China (21; 196km), is challenging. Sim-
ilarly, as compared with human beings’ hands, of a size is about 20 cm, nanoscaled objects are usually
million times smaller. Hence, even though the nanoscale building blocks are superior in many respects
..................................................................................................................................................................... 3
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Figure 1.3: In situ TEM serves as a way to study nanomaterials.
in theory, we are not able to utilize them easily. As shown in Figure 1.2 *, we are able to reach smaller
scales using tweezers and optical microscopes, but it is very challenging to reach nanoscale objects.
The way human beings make use of fire, tools, light and electrons is perhaps what sets our modern
live standards above of other species. By understanding and utilizing photons, electrons and atomic
forces, microscopy allows us to view sub-millimeter objects that cannot be observed with a naked eye.
Thanks to the advancement of tools - microscopy and piezoelectric materials - we can now access to
nanomaterials by high precision probing technique under direct high-resolution observations. By ap-
plying electrical field to a piece of piezoelectricmaterial, the latter precisely changes its shape in function
of the applied electric field. Therefore, we may control the mechanical movements by electrical biases
and confirm the location of an object and the probe using microscopy.
*Without specification, all clip art materials (elephant, ant, microscope, tweezers, etc.) in figures of the Dissertation are
adapted from Internet which are free to use without permission.
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Figure 1.4: Relationships between in situ probing TEM and other microscopies.
1.2 Seeing is believing: Transmission ElectronMicroscopy
In the past century, development of particle physicsmade away for newmicroscopies, such as Scanning
Probe Microscopy (SPM, including Atomic Force Microscopy and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy),
Scanning ElectronMicroscopy (SEM), and Transmission ElectronMicroscopy (TEM). Among all mi-
croscopies, TEM, has the best ultimate spatial resolution; this allows one to reach atomic resolution
and to simultaneously get full crystallography information. TEMprovides deep and direct information
from a thin sample through the transmission and diffraction of electrons.
When researchers are not satisfied with only seeing of a material in statics, dynamics may be intro-
duced to the sample. In situ TEM is the newest advanced technique which gives access to the sample
dynamics via observation, manipulation and various tests.
Particularly, by adapting the microscope or using a special specimen holder, it is possible to make
deliberate attempts to modify materials during high-resolution characterizations. It allows for the ob-
servation of dynamic properties within a material under special circumstances.[3]
For instance, a heating holder would provide the desired high temperature to trace (by a fast CCD
video camera) and, thereby, reveal chemical transformations within a sample. By contrast, without in
situ heating, one is only able to see the initial and final states of the reaction; in this way the regarded
mechanism is usually inferred based on a few indirect clues, such as X-ray Diffraction (XRD), X-ray
..................................................................................................................................................................... 5
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of how piezoelectric works for precise nanomanipulations.
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), EnergyDispersiveX-ray Spectrometry (EDS), Photoluminescence
(PL) and indirect TEMcharacterizations before and after the dynamic tests. As illustrated in Figure 1.3,
in situTEM is very important and irreplaceable approach to study nanomaterials.
Various specimen holders make it possible to introduce heating, cooling, electrical bias, mechanical
force, gas, liquid, magnetic field, light etc. to the sample und r various onditions. As illustrated in
Figure 1.4, probing in situ TEM is one small domain of microscopy as a whole. And this dissertation is
mainly focused on probing of nanomaterials via in situTEM.
1.3 Untouchable scale: Probing techniques for nanomaterials
The experiments performed by in situ probing microscopy are carried out based on piezoelectric effect
and microscopy.
Piezoelectricity is a phenomenon where electricity is directly related to the pressure applied to the
material. In a piezoelectric actuator, special driving signals are applied to a piezoelectric tube in certain
directions, and, thereby, the piezoelectric tube would respond while changing shape accordingly.[65,
6 .....................................................................................................................................................................
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90] As shown in Figure 1.5, when the base of the tube is fixed, transverse and axial movements of the
tube tip would be expressed approximately by the following equations:"
Δx
Δy
#
=
2
p
2d31
πDh
L2
"
U+x   U x
U+y   U y
#
;
ΔL = d31L
h
V
, where Δx, Δy and ΔL are deflections in x, y and axial directions,U+x   U x ,U+y   U y are driving
voltages applied to the opposite sides of the tube (therefore in total four electrodes exist, in addition to
the base ground electrode).V is a voltage applied to all four quadrants. L,D and h is the length, diameter
and thickness of the tube. The transverse piezoelectric coefficient d31 is very small (about 10 10m=V),
and, hence, the movement can be controlled precisely by biasing.
With a help of a piezoelectric actuator, we can handle an ultrasharp probe to touch the nanoscale
sample with the nanometer precision.
Now we have two effective ways to see and touch a nanostructure – in situ TEM and piezo-motor-
driven probing.
1.4 Optoelectronic and flexible electronic applications of nanomateri-
als
We are currently fully enjoying the benefits of well developed microelectronics and nanoelectronics.
However, people are trying to improve the speed of information transmission by means of light. As
compared with electrons in the metalic conductors (copper or even gold), photons in the optical sys-
tem possessmuch higher capacity of information. The Society benefits a lot from the optical fiber infor-
mation technology. For instance, it was quite difficult and expensive to perform high-definition video
streaming via Internet 20 years ago, whenwewere using copper wires to transmit electrical information.
The silicon-based electronics is efficient and is mainly based on the two materials: silicon and copper
(or other conductors, such as gold). The manufacturing is sophisticated and requires etching silicon
chips and applying a mask for electrode coating. Silicon is absolutely perfect semiconducting material.
By doping techniques and smart designs, billions of transistors could work at a high speed within a nail-
sized chip. The problem is (for optoelectronic applications) that the band-gap diversity is required.
Therefore silicon, as a perfect semiconductor for electronics, could not realize fully functioning opto-
electronics.
Besides, flexible electronics attracts a great deal of attention. In the last few years, we experienced an
explosionof flexibleoptoelectronic applications inflat-panel displays, lighting, sensing, andenergy cells.
For instance, organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) and flexible lithium-ion batteries are developed as
..................................................................................................................................................................... 7
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Silicon for flexible electronics and 
optoelectronics
Si
Flexible
Optoelectronics
Band gap choicesStrain tolerance
Various nanoscale building blocks
Figure 1.6: Silicon’s two short-comings for flexible devices and optoelectronics could be backed-up
by bottom-up approach using nanomaterials in future integrations.
the next-generation technology for wearable electronics, bendable smart-phones, foldable displays, etc.
However, tomake siliconwafers flexible is never an easy task. Therefore, people believe that the bottom-
up technology would be able to architect nanoscale building blocks on a flexible substrate for future
flexible electronics and optoelectroncs.
Therefore, for optoelectronic and flexible electronic applications, the usage of conventional silicon
industries is challenging, as shown in Figure 1.6. Silicon is an ideal material to meet all requirements
within a field effect transistor. The silicon based devices rely on controlling carriers realized via struc-
tural design and doping. In recent years, silicon-based optoelectronics is growing steadily but not ex-
ponentially, as expected by Moore’s Law. [91] The semiconductor industries produce devices mainly
by the top-down strategy. A top-down approach is a smart way to apply desired patterns to the device
engineering, which came in effect since 1970s, when human beings were not so experienced tomanipu-
late nanostructures. However, these days a bottom-up approach is emerging and shows a high promise
in constructing systems by piecing building blocks together. It is true that some nanomaterials show
superior properties for electronics, but it appears that during the last decade, many efforts from various
research groups have been unable to establish the bottom-up technology as a real market value.
It is expected that in the future high quality nanomaterial building blocks could be well handled for
device integrated via the automated mass production. The integrated LDs, LEDs and photodetectors
8 .....................................................................................................................................................................
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could be manufactured using nanowires, nanosheets, and even quantum dots, to realize fully function-
ing optoelectronic chips. The current obstacle is to getmore knowledge on the building blockmaterials.
How does the electrical signal from nanowires or nanosheets behaves under strain and light illumina-
tion, what is the photocurrent spectroscopy of the material - such questions are not well studied. Con-
sequently, it is strongly desired that we find the answers to these questions in order to provide clues for
future flexible electronics and optoelectronics.
1.5 Energy storage applications of nanomaterials
Electrical energy storagewill be farmore importantnowadays than itwaswhenwehadabundantpetroleum
resources. From powering portable electrical devices (cell phones, tablets, laptops), implantable medi-
cal applications (pacemaker), to machines (hybrid electric vehicles), the humans’ desire for clean, safe,
fast and efficient energy storage is becoming more and more significant.
Among all energy storage applications, lithium ion-batteries (LIBs) are themost needed devices due
to their high energy density, which is the key factor for portable electronics and automobiles. In LIBs,
lithium ionsmove from the anode to cathode during discharge, and back during charging. Thematerials
for the anodes and cathodes can dramatically affect the few key aspects of the battery’s performance,
including its stability and capacity. High capacity materials are eagerly demanded in order to address
the needs for better energy density, cycle life and charge lifespan, among other issues faced by Li-ion
batteries. However, conventional materials, although being well developed, still cannot catch up with
the growing demands of battery capacity. Li-ion batteries have struggled with numerous issues, such
as poor cycle life, rising internal resistance with cycling and aging, safety concerns (especially when
overheated), charging speed, and limited capacity.
A lot of researches have confirmed that nanomaterials are particularly promising to solve these prob-
lems. The advantages are as follows[7, 17]:
a The reduced size significantly increases the rate of energy transformation between electrical and
chemical energy (such as lithiation and delithiation process) due to the short diffusion lengths;
b Manynanomaterials enable electrode reactions to become reversiblewhile they are not reversible
for bulk materials;
c High surface to volume ratio provides large contact area between electrodes and electrolyte;
d Electron conductivity can also be improved in nanomaterials;
e Chemical potentials of ions and electrons can be different at the nanometer scale, and, therefore,
electrode potential can be modified.
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LIBs
Anode material: 
Si, Ge, Sn, etc.
Na+, Al3+, Mg2+
Abundant reserves
Low cost
High energy density
Various nanomaterials
delicate designs at microscale/nanoscale
Figure 1.7: A scheme showing that secondary batteries are mostly based on Lithium and graphite.
However, to gain a higher energy density while using cheaper/abundant elements, nanomaterials
might be the key.
Graphite has widely been used as an anode of choice for commercial products, since the first gen-
eration of Li-ion chemistry studies appears. Due to strong needs of high capacity, in recent years, re-
searchers have been interested in developing silicon anode materials for high capacity lithium-ion bat-
teries. Among all investigated anode materials, silicon has one of the best theoretical capacities of 3590
mAh/g (about 10 times higher than carbon) based on the fully alloyed form of Li15Si4 at room temper-
ature (at high temperature Li15Si4 can be obtained, giving a capacity of 4200 mAh/g, placing it on top
of all other anode materials. In addition, Si anodes show moderate working potential at 0:5 V, which is
higher than for graphite anodes at 0:05 V.This means that silicon is suitable to solve the safety problem
of lithium deposition upon cell overcharge, as well as avert the energy penalty of battery cells assembled
with the Li4Ti5O12 anodes.
However, the insertion/extraction of lithium ions result in significant volume change - about 370% -
which leads to structural pulverization and electrical disconnection between anode materials and cur-
rent collector, and finally the battery loses most of its functions. Some recent designs of LIBs using
silicon materials as anodes allow the battery to maintain its initial anode structure and, hence, to reach
high capacity and, at the same time, good stability.
Cui et al. a designed high performance anode structure using Si nanowires, which were able to ac-
commodate large strains caused by lithium ion insertion and extraction.[13] Deng et al. reported a
tubular configurationmade from rolled-upC/Si/C layered nanomembraneswhich hadperformedwith
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Microcosmic designs for anode 
materials with large volumn
expansion 
Figure 1.8: Designs for large volume expansion anode materials in batteries. Red color corre-
sponds to the material with large volume expansion/shrinking during cycling, while material in blue
color is the confinement material with low volume expansion rate and high mechanical strength.
a highly reversible capacity at approximately 2000 mAh /g (50 mA/g), and has approximately 100%
capacity retention (500 mA/g) after 300 cycles.[15] Cui et al. also designed core-shell structures for
Si-based LIBs. They proposed a hierarchically structured Si anode which was inspired by the structure
of a pomegranate. Si nanoparticles became encapsulated by conductive carbon coatings. This leaves
just enough space for the expansion and contraction during lithiation and delithiation cycles. [50]
Therefore, by designing the microscopic structures, one is able to utilize a high capacity material un-
der structural and mechanical restrictions, as illustrated in Figure 1.8. Also, many other attempts of
combining silicon with carbon materials, polymers, metals, were summarized by Liang et al.[46]
It is predicted that lithiumwould be the next energy resource which substitutes for petroleum, which
will die out. According to the distribution of lithiumonEarth[30], Chile could be the next Saudi Arabia
it terms of richness of resources. This problem is more severe for many countries with very limited
lithium reserves, such as Japan.
In order to explore the next generation of secondary batteries, which are called post-lithium ion sec-
ondary batteries, many investigations show that themost promising candidate is the sodium-ion battery
(SIB). SIBs use sodium instead of lithium as the charge carrier, and use iron, manganese and other tran-
sitionmetals to replace cobalt for redox reactions. SIBs are expected to bemass produced in the nearest
future due to their minor environmental impacts and a relatively low cost.
As shown inTable 1.1, although sodiumpossesses a higher normal electrode potential of 0.3 V, larger
effective radius than lithium (in volume ratio 2.05), and smaller theoretical capacity, its cost and en-
vironmental benefits are still very attractive for applications which do not require very high capacity.
Actually, it is hard for graphite, which is commercially used as an anode material for LIBs, to store and
release sodium ions both theoretically and in practice because the sodium ion size is large.
However, itwas discovered in 2000 that hard carbonhavingdisordered structures could electrochem-
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LIB SIB
Theoretical capacity 3,829 mAh/g 1,165 mAh/g
Cost (carbonate) 5,000 USD/t 150 USD/t
Reserves 23,000 ppm 20 ppm
Potential –3.045 V –2.714 V
Ionic radii 79.3 pm 100.9 pm
Table 1.1: Comparison of LIB with SIB.
ically store and release sodium ions.[84] Several years ago, a work was done on developing and making
practical sodium ion batteries, and since recently researchers have been investigating on many anode
active materials for sodium ions. It is worth noting that well-established guidelines and experiences
acquired for LIBs electrode active materials are not applicable for SIBs.[2, 39, 40]
Consequently, the two currently important research areas for secondary batteries are: finding bet-
ter anode active materials with higher capacities, and looking for other elements for ion batteries, as
illustrated in Figure 1.7. To apply these elements in secondary batteries, nanomaterials, or nanoscaled
designs play very important roles. They enable reactions which may overcome huge volume expansion
and decrease diffusion lengths; while bulk materials are not capable to reach the highest capacity either
for LIBs or for other special ion-batteries at the moment.
1.6 Motivation of my PhD research
As stated above, in situ studies on nanomaterials toward optoelectronics, electronics and ion batteries
are required by the Society. My motivation is to take the challenge and to analyze the dynamics of the
building blocks, aswell as heterostructures, and to provide decent knowledge for advanced applications.
Therefore, I explored some experimentalmethods and engineering details, including in situTEMsetups
and the working mechanisms.
Then, I present manipulation possibilities in the frame of the general nanoarchitectonics concept and
its applications fornanoengineering. Theexperimentshavebeenperformedon the in situTEM-constructed
axial nanowire junctions of CdS and p-Si. In addition, detailed electrical probing for energy storage re-
search is discussed. I fabricated an ultra-stable sodium ion battery and analyzed the mechanism of its
cycling performance under in situTEMprobing. Through coupling with in situTEM applied mechani-
cal forces, two examples of force-driven optoelectronic phenomena are detailed taking the examples of
ZnO and CdS.
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Engineering of Probing Techniques inside TEM
We are not satisfied with the limited possibilities provided by TEM, and we are eager to
introduce more variables to the system because that is how we see dynamics in the real applications.
In the following subsections, I will firstly introduce how we cooperate chemicals, light, mechanical ma-
nipulations and electrical interactions within a microscopic experiment. Especially, for the new optical
fiber compatible TEM, where all the four factors could bemerged, the inside and outside parts of the in
situmicroscopic setup are described in detail. Finally I will take a look at what the system can do and its
short-comings.
2.1 Introducing chemicals, electricity, strain into the microsocpe
As I discussed in Chapter 1, in situ microscopy does introduce parameters such as heat, cooling, gas,
liquid, etc. to the system, but now I focus on how we delicately introduce these variables into the mi-
croscope. In most cases, in situmicroscopic experiments are performed by means of specially designed
TEM holders, such as, heating holder equipped with the heating electrical wire orMEMSmicroheater.
At the same time, some researchers made adaptions to the microscope, to introduce other variables.
In my Ph.D. research, in addition to the electron beam, four more variables are introduced: chemicals
(solid), mechanical probing, electrical contacting and optical access.
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For electrical biasing,manyTEMspecimenholders are commercially available. Suchholders provide
a combination ofTEMandScanningTunnelingMicroscopy(STM) techniques, which are employed si-
multaneously within one instrument. TEM characterization, STM imaging, introducing chemicals and
electrical measurements- all become possible. A STM probe scanner has a very wide range of motions,
from picometers to millimeters, which are employed either for a coarse adjustment of the sample ori-
entation, or for the precise probe positioning.
Electrical contacts with nanoscaled interfaces can be realized under precise positioning of the mov-
able probe to the desired spot, enabling simultaneous investigation of the specimens’ structural and
electronic properties under the optional strain or chemical transitions.
If the electrical biasing is realized through piezo probing, we can also utilize the probe for introducing
chemicals (solid on probe) and a mechanical strain (without force value measurement*).
I brieflydiscussed theways to input chemical, electrical biasing andmechanical factors inTEM.How-
ever, introducing the other variable - light - to the system is most challenging. Therefore, I will discuss
this part separately, which would be a very good reference for future research, in the next section.
2.2 Introducing light into the microscope
2.2.1 Previously
Introducing the other factor - light - to the system, while at the same time maintaining the impact from
other factors, is very tricky. Some researchers and companies tried to introduce light without probing.
This means that no introduction of chemical changes, electricity and mechanics was achieved. Wemay
first investigate how they introduce/collect light to/from the microscope. Table 2.1 compares the two
possible ways to implement light into the system.
by adaption to the microscope by using special holder
light plane different from specimen on same plane with specimen
require take off detector/aperture a specially designed holder
optics can be realized by lens on bench only optical fiber†
complicated, high power, high cost no adaption to TEM
Table 2.1: Two main ways to shine light into a TEM.
As shown in the Table, by replacing an aperture or making a window for optical path the light path
becomes tilted. The light goes through the microscope body at the different level from the specimen
*Introducing atomic force microscopy into TEM holder for mechanical measurements is another important in situ
method without electrical biasing functions.
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electron beam
through sample holder
by objective aperture
via a hole
specimen
Figure 2.1: How light is compatible to TEM.
plane. In some cases, it is possible to replace a detector or an aperture by desired modules to provide
more variables. As shown in Figure 2.1 under a certain angle, the light can reach the specimen. The
system could be very complicated if the optics is realized through the lens system on optical bench
including light sources, lens system and options such as CCD camera, chopper and monochromator.
The system can be very powerful if the optical system on table is well designed and precisely assembled.
However, the pressure of time and high cost are expected to be very significant.
For a special optical holder, one way is to protrude an optical fiber through the holder, as shown in
Figure 2.1, the light will be shinning on the specimen at about 90 degrees to the direction of the electron
beam. In most cases, the microscope is owned by many users for various applications, and, therefore,
the approach of using special optical holder is more practical - it’s quite unpractical to drill a hole in the
microscope column and to install an optical bench on themicroscope (given the fact that not every user
will be happy with such operations).
A few groups have tried to deliver light into TEM.
Muto et al. (Kyushu University) managed to install an optical fiber through a 2 mm hole at an angle
of 45 degrees.[24, 87] They manufactured the prototype of TEM-CL system with the light collecting
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Figure 2.2: Four schemes I proposed for introducing probing functions into the optical holder.
parts integrated on the holder, but no parabolic reflector was needed within the pole piece. The sys-
tem is able to take cathodoluminescence(CL), X-ray emission spectroscopy and Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy (EELS) at the same time, even under large angle sample tilts. The main disadvantage of
the holder was a significant background level from the thermal glow of the electron gun and the CL
signal from the optical fiber. Later, the same group and the staff from Nanofactory Instruments devel-
oped a prototype optical holder implemented with an optical fiber inserted through the holder, on the
side of a specimen. The reflectors and optical fiber are placed away from the TEM optical axis. The
light-collecting solid angle is approximately 1.3 strad, approximately 100 times larger than that of their
first generation prototype. The sample is mounted at the end of the metal wire, which position can be
controlled to the focal point of the mirror by a piezo-driven manipulator. In years of 2012-2013, a few
groups, including us, secured the optical holder (beta version) fromNanofactory Instruments.
One of the groups is in Brookhaven National Laboratory. Yimei Zhu et al. obtained the prototype
optical holder fromNanofactorywhich allows for two optical fibers and several delicatemirrors to direct
the light beam to a specimen.
Amultimodal optical nanoprobe allows scientists to perform standard experiments natural for TEM
in addition to those involving optical excitation and measurements on the sample, including electrical
16 .....................................................................................................................................................................
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measurements, STM and combinations of those. They emphasized the ability to simultaneously mea-
sure optical and electrical properties of the sample at the nanoscale.[129] The operations introduced
were very similar to our case, but their serious problems were related to the calibration of light spot lo-
cation, which had been realized by the adjustment of the tiny mirror screws; also, they were not able to
confirm the location of light spot. Therefore the system was not that practical.
Minor et al. have implemented an in situ TEMmonitoring technique to observe the crystallization
of a-Si during high power pulsed laser irradiation by directly coupling laser into a TEM through a fiber-
optics probe. By realizing a near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) fiber probe scheme, this
technique opens up a wide variety of new characterization possibilities.[108]
Kociak et al. of the Université Paris-Sud [121] developed a STEM-CL system on aNionmicroscope
which also uses an optical fiber as a light guide from themicroscope column to theCCDcamera outside
the microscope. The light is collected by the specially designed mirror system of which the focus point
is on the specimen. This CL-STEM imaging can be applied to obtaining luminescence spectra and
observing the structures simultaneously.[59]
Organization Fiber Through Probing contact Practical for
Nagoya U. Yes hole, holder direct No CL
BNL Yes holder by sides Yes N/A
LBNL Yes holder direct No NSOM heating
U. Paris-Sud Yes holder direct No CL-Map, NSOM
ASU Yes detector/aperture No Photochem.
NIMS Yes holder direct Yes all above
Table 2.2: Comparison of the groups which introduced light to TEM.
In another group,Miller in Prof. Crozier’s group in Arizona State University replaced the EDS detec-
tor (first version) or objective aperture (second version on a FEITitanmicroscope)with an optical fiber
to shine a light onto chemicals to observe dynamics of photochemical reactions.[56] But the problem
was that they had not been sure about the location of the light spot, because they just could not observe
it.
To conclude, by introducing light into TEM, these days, the researchers are capable of observing
dynamics of photochemical processes or thermo-effects, and to simultaneously obtain high resolution
CL with EELS and Dark field imaging. As summarized in Table 2.2, almost all groups used optical
fibers for introducing light rather than lens system on bench, whereas most groups do not offer probing
contact capabilities. Inmy case (NIMS in Table), I would like to realize all these functions based on the
redesigned optical holder.
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Figure 2.3: The part of a holder inside the pole-piece of TEM to illustrate geometrical relation-
ship between sample stage, probe, fiber and electron beam.
2.2.2 Our holder adaption
To choose between the fiber technology and the breadboard, it is necessary to define the objectives
and a budget. A honeycomb core breadboard is a complex and powerful layout to customize optical
input/output parameters with high precision.
However, building of an optical system on a honeycomb core breadboard could be costly. At least
one optical window should be opened on the body of a microscope, so as to transmit an aligned laser
beam into the chamber, and to collect optical signal from it. In contrast, by using an optical fiber, a laser
light could be easily introduced into themicroscopewithout breaking theTEMcolumn. The solution is
tomake a continuous hole through a special TEMholder, so as to insert an optical fiber in it. The former
Nanofactory Instruments AB developed a holder for our Laboratory with a 250 micrometer pipeline.
In our system, the microscope is not modified at all, and we integrate all the experimental dynamics
through the specimen holder.
The front frame of the special holder was placed into the 4 mm gap of the TEM pole piece. And
with the optical fiber inserted, the light connection between the TEMchamber and the outer space was
realized.
To develop the whole system based on the regarded general idea, the two issues for the setup should
be of our prime concern. One issue is the inner TEM side – how to place the samples, how to design
the fiber tip, how to operate and apply/test electrical signals on the samples. The other side is the outer
TEM side – board development, space for light source and signal processing.
I proposed4ways to addelectrical capabilities to thepiezo-drivenoptical holderbasedon theNanofac-
tory optical holder, as shown in Figure 2.2. The are namely:
a) To build the separated arms on the frame and to place a sample across the arms (this can be very
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Figure 2.4: The holder has several I/O ports for in situ mechanical, electrical and optical access.
difficult) where it can be illuminated;
b) To drill a hole on the original cap, or tomake a new hat with two holes and to install an additional
probe;
c) Basedondesignb), one endof a goldwire canbeplacedon the electrical padusing awire bonding
machine, the other end of wire can bemanipulated tomake contact with the specimen, therefore,
in total three electrodes become available;
d) To coat a conductive metal onto the surface (cross section is not affected) of the optical fiber
(which is marked in yellow), the coating electrically joins the end (edge) of the fiber and the cap
(an electrode);
The possible ideas are not limited by these four ways. Combinations of a) and b), or a) and d) are
also possible. By building arm(s), installing probe(s), bonding wire(s) and coating conducting layers,
electrical probing can enrich the functionality of the optical holder.
Considering the fact that attaching aprobeonto thepiezotubedrivenhatwould enablemoredynamic
options available for our microscopy, I finally decided to drill a hole on side of the hat and to attach an
additional metallic probe to it, while at the same time to coat a gold layer onto the fiber tip to reduce
fiber charging during its exposure to an electron beam.
For nanostructures, sampling is rather easy, the samples can be attached to the goldwire tip by touch-
ing, pressing, dipping or dropping, so that they could finally be exposed to an electron beam. However,
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Figure 2.5: Optoelectronic in situ TEM scheme with two different light sources.
the optoelectronic in situ system could bemore complex. The fiber tip inside TEM is clamped by a spe-
cialized capwhich is driven by aXYZ-piezo controller. A tungsten probe formanipulation and electrical
contacting is attached on the specialized cap manually.
Therefore, the sample is exposed to the electron beam and light, while, at the same time, it is con-
trolled and connected by the stage (gold wire) and the tungsten probe.
For thicker samples, the specimens can be made by using a focused-ion beam (FIB) technique, or a
half TEM grid may be used. The alignments of a sample, a fiber tip and the probe are quite important
whereas rather difficult. If the fiber tip is far away from the sample, then the light will be divergent; this
means that the power intensity of light could be reduced in progression. Since the tungsten probe will
approach and connect the sample, the fiber tip should be as close as possible to the probe also.
In Figure 2.3, an image shows the geometrical relationship between the sample stage, probe, the fiber
tip and electron beam.
2.2.3 Outer part of the microscope
The individual coaxial electrical wiring through the holder for each contact gives pA level noises dur-
ing the electrical measurements, allowing to measure low currents in Ohmic and non-Ohmic contact
conditions.
As shown in Figure 2.4, the holder has several ports for electrical, mechanical and optical signals to
go in and out. Themechanical wire is at the downside, which is connected to the holder controller. The
two electrical wires on top are connected to various electrical units depending on the experimental goal.
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Figure 2.6: Four modes of light-compatible in situ TEM.
At the bottom of the holder, optical fiber goes through and may serve as either a light source or a light
detector, depending on application.
A lock-in amplifier is used to extract a signal with an understandable carrier wave from a relatively
noisy background. Because the light signal or photocurrent signal produced fromananoscaled structure
could be rather weak, detecting the signal against a bright noise could be accomplished using such am-
plifier. For example, in order to detect the photocurrents as a function of the wavelength of the incident
beam one can apply a strong white light source, a chopper, a monochromator, a low-noise ampereme-
ter and a lock-in amplifier, whereas the probe allows for measuring the electronic and optoelectronic
responses.
Thus, the optical in situTEM systemwas developed and optimized byme during the last few years. It
is nowmulti-functional: as shown in Figure 2.5: thewhite light source andmonochromator are used to-
getherwith the chopper and lock-in amplifier tomeasure the photocurrents as a function of wavelength.
The laser diodes and wave signal generator are used together with the lock-in amplifier to measure pho-
tocurrents and photovoltages at a certain wavelength.
The final system is fully compatible with both the laser light source and other light sources such as
the Lazer-Driven Light Source (LDLS, Energetiq Technology, Inc.) used by us. Usually, the white light
source is utilized in tandem with a monochromator.
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2.3 Applications and limitations
2.3.1 Applications
The interface morphology, the contact area and orientation, the material crystallography - all of these
factors can precisely be determined under high resolution microscopy, while a bias and a light applied
onto the sample.
Four modes were designed for different purposes. These modes are demonstrated in Figure 2.6.
The first mode is the conventional STM-TEM mode, which allows for controlling, measuring and
observing a nanostructure. This mode is used to manipulate with the structures and to observe the
samples for detailed imaging, including high-resolution imaging and diffraction analysis. The system
is also capable for applying chemical functions to the specimen for electrochemical experiments inside
TEM.
The second mode is thought to be the most effective one. Photocurrent and photovoltage could be
measured in addition to the conventional STM-TEMmode. However, in order to get rid of the influence
of electron beam on the sample, it should often be moved away from the sample when measuring.
The third mode is the CL mode. On the opposite way, the optical signal could be obtained through
the fiber tip when one applies an electron beam to the structures. By collecting the optical signal from
a specimen through the optical fiber, spatially resolved CL information can be gained and correlated to
the crystallography information. Also electrical biasing or current flow are optional in this mode.
The fourth mode is the photoluminescence mode. The interference is only happened when two co-
herent waves are superimposed. The system is not yet available, but it is possible to be established.
InFigure2.7, the relationshipsbetweenall factors arepresented. Theapplicationsof our light-compatible
probing in situTEMarenot restricted tooptoelectronics, flexible electronics/optoelectronics and lithium/sodium
ion batteries, which are detailed inChapters 3-6. More fields, such as a research onCL, PL, photovoltaic
and photochemistry applications are expected to be explored in the nearest future.
2.3.2 Limitations
First, the system is based on TEM, therefore, all limitations of TEM are also applied to our system;
that is, the sampling requirement is strict, the sampling efficiency is low, TEM imaging gives only 2D
information, and electron beammay either damage a specimen, or interfere the experiment.
Secondly, the incident beam is limited by the properties of the optical fiber and the light source. The
optical fiber is not easy to replace, and is not recommended to do this frequently. Also, the optical fibers
always have their own band pass windows for light, as well as maximum power limitations. For special
requirements, for example, for UV/NIR light experiments, a proper UV/NIR light source and a proper
UV/NIR fiber are required, the polarization of light needs a special optical fiber, etc.
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Figure 2.7: Relationships between factors and applications. Important dynamics is marked by
yellow, some applications are marked by red, which will be detailed in other Chapters.
Thirdly, the mechanical force is not measurable. Even though I list mechanics as one factor of the
system, the mechanical information is quite limited and is only related to the manipulation. In fact,
we are able to see a strain (and then evaluate the force by simulations, at least qualitatively) based on
deviations on 2D TEM images or diffraction patters, but we are not able to measure the detailed force
values or strain/stress distributions directly.
Howeverwell designed experiments andprofessionalmanipulations can eliminate, or, at least, reduce
the burden of the limitations mentioned above.
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Nanoarchitechtonics of Axial Nanowire Junctions of
CdS and p-Si
A delicate, high-precision technique was implemented to build and analyze axial nanowire het-
erojunctions inside a high-resolution transmission electronmicroscope (HRTEM).Through in-tandem
using of a sharp tungsten probe as the nanomanipulator and an optical fiber as the optical waveguide the
nanoscaleCdS/p-Si axial nanowire junctionswere constructed, and in situ recordedphotocurrents from
them were detected. Compared to the individual constituting nanowires, the CdS/p-Si axial nanowire
junctions exhibit a photocurrent saturation effect which protects them from damage under high volt-
ages. In addition, a set of experiments demonstrates the certain relationshipbetween the saturationpho-
tocurrent values and the incident light intensities. The designed technique is envisaged to be valuable
for bottom-up nanodevice fabrications, and the documented photocurrent saturation feature should
solve the Joule heating-induced failure problem in nanowire-based optoelectronic devices caused by a
fluctuating bias.
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Figure 3.1: (a) SEM image of CdS nanowires. (b) TEM image and corresponding fast Fourier
transform pattern of an individual CdS nanowire.
3.1 Introduction
These days, the the key progresses in nanoscale photonics and electronics are made thanks to the sig-
nificant improvement of device functions and performances. Nanowires, as prime building blocks in
the bottom-up technology, have been shown to be the key candidates for the next generation booming
nanophotonic applications because of their good crystallinity, high carriermobility, confinement effects
and infinite possibilities of assembling any required architecture for diverse utilizations [63, 80, 89].
However, till now, fabrication of a desired nanoarchitecture employing nanoscale building blocks has
been a challenge. Several nanowire-baseddevices, such as transistors [10, 14, 42], diodes [41], photode-
tectors [82, 88] and logic circuits [55, 114], have successfully been constructed on substrates through
diverse lithography techniques. By contrast, controlled manipulation with two or more individual ob-
jects with a nanoscale precision and on-site creation of axial heteroarchitectures made of them (for the
immediate optoelectronic probing) has never been tried. Building of the regarded junctions and in situ
testing of their optoelectronic characteristics must be highly important in relation to the “nanoarhitec-
tonics” concept and uncovering novel physical properties and phenomena.
Cadmium sulfide (CdS) is known as one of the key materials in heterostructured type solar cells
because of its advantageous type II window band structure [11]. Also, it was shown that merging CdS
and Simaterialsmust create a decent junction. Therefore, numerous new functions and utilizationsmay
be envisioned. In addition, a careful study revealed that CdS/p-type-Si junctions are basically better
than CdS/n-type-Si junctions for rectifying properties because of their specific type II band structure
[97]. Nevertheless, reliable usage of these two ”hot” optical materials, i.e. CdS and Si, is rather rare,
becauseboth junctionconstituents arenot transparent to a solar light. And thenormal layered structures
are considerednot tobe efficient. Inorder todirectly expose theheterojunctions to the light, a smartway
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Figure 3.2: In situ TEM images illustrating the construction of an axial CdS/p-Si nanowire junc-
tion during manipulations in HRTEM. (a) Achieving a physical contact of a piezo-driven sharp W
probe with an individual clean CdS nanowire on an Au support during the first stage of the pro-
cess; the inset depicts soldering the W probe and the wire under convergent electron beam irra-
diation. (b) Retracting the nanowire from the Au support; (c) Attaching a CdS nanowire to the
individual boron-doped Si nanowire during the second stage of the manipulation. The incoming
light illuminating the junction is shown with an arrow.
is to build the nanowire array structures [26, 38]. In addition to the wide-spread core-shell nanowire
ensembles, constructing axial nanowire heterojunctions bymeans of two semiconductingmaterials is a
promising experimental route.
Following previously made axial nanowire heterojunctions for diverse optoelectronic applications,
CdS nanowires and B-doped Si nanowires have been selected by me as the targeting building blocks.
Thus, in this Chapter, I demonstrate an accurate nanomanipulation technique pioneered in a HRTEM
for building new axial nanowire architectures. Direct in situ electronic and optoelectronic tests are then
performed on them using the light of various wavelengths illuminating the objects of interest in TEM.
The careful experiments allowme to also simultaneously have an entire control over the crystallography
and spatially-resolved chemistry of the two constituting domains and their interfacial region before,
during and after optoelectronic probing with high spatial and temporal resolutions specifically pecu-
liar to HRTEM. My experiments reveal clear photosensing properties of the axial CdS/p-Si nanowire
junctions. The latter demonstrate selective sensitivity to blue and purple lights rather than to the light
of larger wavelengths. Also, the junctions display a photocurrent saturation effect. This implies that
such junctions are applicable for detection of light intensities due to their low energy consumption and
stability under unexpectedly pulsing biases.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Overall HRTEM image of the interfacial portion of the produced CdS-p-Si
junction; (b)–(e) HRTEM images acquired in the areas marked in (a); these reveal the single-
crystalline nature of both nanowire segments, and (f), (g) corresponding FFT pattern and selected
area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) taken from the interface. Peculiar crystallographic orien-
tations (b)–(e) and diffraction spots (f), (g) are marked.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Material Synthesis
TheCdS nanowires were prepared using an Au-catalysed vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) synthesis in a chem-
ical vapor deposition (CVD) system, which is analogous to that used in many works [43, 124]. 1 gram
of a CdS powder (99.995%) was put on a graphite plate in the tubular furnace center as the source ma-
terial. A (100) Si wafer covered with a 10 nm thick Au film was put on the other graphite piece located
downstream, at a distance of 11.5 cm from the tube center. The tube was purged under N2 flow at 200
°C for 2 h, and then heated to 1000 °C at a rate of 30 °C per min. After 30 min of synthesis, the furnace
was naturally cooled down to room temperature. Theprocess proceeded under aN2 flowof 300 sccm. A
wool-like yellowish productwas foundon the Si substrate after cooling. Si nanowireswere fabricated via
VLS mechanism in a separate CVD system. Au particles of 3 nm in diameter were taken as a metal cat-
alyst. The boron-doped nanowires were directly prepared onto Au-coated (111) Si substrates at 600°C
for 30 min in a flowing 19 sccm of SiH4 as a Si reactant gas, and diborane (B2H6) was employed as a B
precursor. The B2H6 flow in H2 was 0.2 sccm and 30 sccm of N2 served as the carrier gas. Other details
related to boron-doped Si nanowires characterizations were presented in the literature. [22, 23, 78].
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3.2.2 Techniques
Field-emission scanning electronmicroscopy (FE-SEM)of thepreparednanostructureswasperformed
on a Hitachi S-4800 FE-SEM operated at 10 kV. HRTEM analysis and in situ experiments were carried
out using an optimized piezo-driven optical TEM holder, which is discribed in detail in Chapter 2, in
an energy-filtering 300 kV JEM 3100FEF (Omega Filter) high-resolution TEM. The multimode fiber
(Nanonics Imaging, Ltd.) was threaded through the holder inner channel. The fiber was connected to
four laser diodes, with 405, 488, 638 and 808 nm wavelengths, and a tunable power and temperature
(Thorlabs, Inc.) were used.
The working temperatures of laser diodes were set at 30°C. Firstly, the numerous CdS nanowires
were placed onto a fresh-cut flattened Au tip covered with an electrically conductive Ag epoxy under
the flash tip immersing into the CdS nanopowder sample. After heating the paint, the Au tip with the
specimen was placed within the sample holder. The ultrasharp W probes used as counter-electrodes
and manipulators were prepared under NaOH electrochemical etching. The W tip movements were
controlled inside TEM in 3 dimensions using a piezoelectric motor for making a contact, and to test
and retract the selected CdS nanowires which had been conveniently oriented with respect to the ma-
nipulator. Then the construction of axial CdS/p-Si nanowire junctions was gently performed in two
steps, as described below. Typically, prior to contacting the two nanowire building blocks, an electron
beamwas applied to focus on the tip-ends of bothCdS and p-Si nanowires for 30 s to clean the surfaces.
The current–voltage (I–V) curves were recorded by using a Keithley 2612B sourcemeter. The electron
beam was deliberately blanked during obtaining the quantitative current data.
3.3 Results and discussions
As depicted in SEM image of Figure 3.1a, prepared CdS nanowires, > 50 μm long, were evenly dis-
tributed over a Si substrate over a large area. In Figure 3.1b, a high-resolution TEM image and the fast
Fourier transform pattern (FFT) confirm that an individual nanowire has a well-crystallized hexagonal
structure. The growth direction is parallel to the c-axis and the lattice parameter c = 0:672 nm.
Because the deoxidized Si nanowires are less stable than CdS nanowires in air, for constructing het-
erojunctions, it was important to transfer a CdS nanowire into the HRTEM first, and then to contact a
Si nanowire, not vice versa. As shown in Figure 3.2a, the sharpWprobewas carefullymanipulated inside
the microscope to touch a pre-selected clean individual CdS nanowire on the Au stage. To pull out the
CdS nanowire from the sample stage, an electron-beam soldering, i.e. ”glue” technique, was utilized for
making the tight contact between the probe and the nanowire.
As illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.2a, by focusing a convergent electron beam (about 500 nm in
diameter) on the contact area for 20min, nearly 75 nm thick layer of the residual amorphous carbon (al-
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Figure 3.4: A photocurrent outcome of an individual CdS/p-Si axial nanowire junction under dark
conditions and during illumination with the light of different wavelengths but of fixed intensity.
The inset illustrates the low-magnification TEM image of the CdS nanowire under probing. The
multi-coloured arrow reflects the incident incoming light; the black arrow notes a short Si-branch
segment.
ways present in the TEM chamber from lenses, apertures etc.) formed on the probe/nanowire surfaces
resulting in their intimate nano-soldering.
Then, the targeted CdS nanowire was detached from the Au sample tip under delicate pulling back
theW probe, as shown in Figure 3.2b. To build a final heterojunction, the second step was to physically
attach the retractedCdS nanowire to a pre-selected single B-doped-Si nanowire. To do so, after pulling-
out the holder (with the regardedCdSnanowire adhered to theWprobe) from themicroscope, the gold
sample stage with CdS nanowires was replaced in HRTEM by the fresh Au sample stage with attached
numerous deoxidized B-doped Si nanowires. By delicate approaching and touching the end of the CdS
nanowire probe to a selected Si nanowire tip, the axial heterojunction architecture was created. Figure
3.2c depicts a representative CdS/p-Si axial nanowire junction. These branched CdS and Si nanowires
have diameters of 187 nm and 46 nm, respectively. The electron beam current was immediately weak-
ened after the junction had beenmade. This was done to prevent the nanostructure overexposure to the
electrons whichwould lead to insurmountable structural changes, e.g. formation of irradiation-induced
defects in the material.
Then, a detailed structural study of the junction was conducted usingHRTEM imaging and electron
diffraction analysis. TheHRTEMimagesof a givenCdS/p-Si axial heterojunction aredepicted inFigure
3.3. These confirm that both structures are perfect single crystals. The contact interface between two
nanowires is atomically smooth. A thin transient graphitic layer is noticed between the wires. It has the
origin similar to thatmentioned above. InFigure 3.3a, the left-hand-side panel shows theCdSnanowire,
whereas the right-hand-side depicts the B-doped Si nanowire. Figures 3.3b and 3.3c present the entire
crystallography of the CdS branch. Figure 3.3d and 3.3e present the crystal lattice of the constituting Si
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Figure 3.5: (a) In situ alignment of a single B-doped Si nanowire for photocurrent measurements.
(b) Dark current and photocurrent from the nanowire.
nanowire. Figure 3.3f is the fast Fourier transform pattern of Figure 3.3a. Figure 3.3g is the selected area
diffraction pattern taken at the junction interfacial portion. After the detailed structural analysis, which
confirmed that high-quality axial heterojunction, constructed of two defect-free pure nanowire single
crystals, had indeed been prepared, electrical and optoelectronic tests on it were promptly started.
While applying a voltage and illuminating thepreformedCdS/p-Si heterojunctionwith a light through
the optical fiber threaded inside the holder, dark current and photocurrent data were collected. Figure
3.4 illustrate a typical current – voltage diagram of a junction illuminatedwith lasers of 4 different wave-
lengths. The powers of all laser diodes were fixed to be the same, 13 mW. A photocurrent from the
junction at 405 nmwas larger than that at 488 nm, andmuch higher than those at 638 nm, and 808 nm,
and the dark current. Because laser diode wavelengths of 405 nm, 488 nm, 638 nm and 808 nm cor-
respond to energies of 3.06 eV, 2.54 eV, 1.94 eV and 1.53 eV, respectively, while CdS and Si nanowire
band gaps are 2.4 eV and 1.5 eV, respectively, [18], the heterostructure light absorption at 3.06 eV and
2.54 eV must be more prominent than that at the energy <2.4 eV. The better photoresponse at 3.06 eV
compared to that at 2.54 eV could reflect a complicated band diagram of the heterojunction which cre-
ates more light absorption capabilities at a higher energy, and thus results in numerous photo-induced
carriers.
The I-V curves of the CdS/p-Si axial junction, where CdS is assumed to be an n-type semiconductor
(due to S vacancies), and B-doped Si as a p-type semiconductor, did not display ideal p-n junction pa-
rameters. In the forward bias regime, below 10 V, the I-V curves reveal low currents, and the currents
tend to be saturated at a bias higher than 20 V. In the reverse bias regime, the currents also display a
saturation tendency, over 30 V.
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Figure 3.6: Saturation trends of photocurrent and dark current at different of light intensities.
(a) I–V curves recorded at various powers of lasers; the inset illustrates the low-magnification
TEM image of the structure under testing; the multi-coloured arrow directs the light incidence;
(b) current-laser power plots at the two selected biases.
For a comparison it should be noted that, for an individual CdS nanowire or a B-doped Si nanowire,
saturation did not occur up to 10 V, as marked in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. Once a bias larger than 10
V had been applied to a single CdS or Si nanowire, their structural breakdown readily happened. This
was due to resistive heating at a high current density. [107] In my experiments, the single crystalline
nanowires (having narrow contact areas with the electrodes) were particularly vulnerable to current
densities larger than 104A  cm 2. Therefore, it is apparent that the CdS/p-Si junction effectively ham-
pered the current density at a high bias, and thus the whole junction ensemble is not deteriorated.
Test experimental runs were performed to understand the associated factors responsible for the cur-
rent saturation. Asmarked in Figure 3.6, by recording photocurrents for different light intensities at 488
nm,we observed that photocurrents and dark current of theCdS/p-Si axial nanowire junction at chang-
ing laser powers were saturated accordingly.The saturated currents were proportional to the laser diode
power. Such phenomenon implies that the CdS/p-Si junction transfers light intensity into an electrical
signal with the unmatched voltage tolerance. As shown in Figure 3.7, another junction with a smaller
contact area, which was irradiated by a 405 nm laser at 13mW, also demonstrated a profound saturation
effect. The photocurrent saturated at 5 V, the saturation current values were 15 nA and –75 nA.There-
fore, it is likely that the junction contact conditions mainly determine the saturation threshold and the
current value. Primarily, the photocurrents in nanowire photodetectors are proportional to the voltage
[52], while, simultaneously, they are proportional to the light intensity. This implies that the voltage
should be certain and stable within a decent tolerance for reliable light detection. Therefore, the cur-
rently built CdS/p-Si axial nanowire junctions reveal a good promise toward light intensity sensing not
only because they can limit the current density at a high voltage, but also because they do not require
an entirely stable voltage.
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Figure 3.7: (a,b) TEM images, and (c) SAED pattern of a CdS/p-Si junction having the narrow
contact region. (d-e) Photocurrent measurements on this junction.
Theobservedphenomenonofphotocurrent saturation at thehighbias levels seems to tobe analogous
to that discovered for a planarMetal-Semiconductor-Metal (MSM) photodetector [70], electron beam
excited CdS single crystals [16], a model p-n junction [57] and a p-n junction solar cell [27]. Firstly,
the electron beam excitation mechanism should be not taken into account, because the electron beam
was shut during themeasurements, and it did not have a continuous effect on thematerial photocurrent
[16]. Secondly, the prepared CdS nanowires were confirmed to be defect-free single crystals with a
marginal number of sulfur vacancies, and, thus, they did not operate as a heavily doped donor. For an
ideal p-n junction, the dark current is written as:
I = Is

e
VD
nVt   1

(1)
Equation (1) is named as Shockley’s diode equation [81] and the dark current density of a non-ideal
diode could be expressed as:
JF   q(2Dp)NiLp e
qV
mk0T (2)
The factor m in Equation (2) is changeable. Under circumstances of very low and very large biases,
m = 2, and JF / e
qV
k0T , the recombination current or the high injection takes an effect, current densities
increase linearly; when bias is on a medium level, m = 1, JF / e
qv
2k0T , the diffusion current becomes
important, and the current density exponentially increases. This is similar to the observed I-V curve
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trends, but Equation (2) does neither exactly explain the photocurrent saturation phenomenon nor the
relationship between the saturation current value and incident light intensity. From the theory of pho-
tocurrent saturation developed byMohammad andAbidi [57], for lightly degenerated semiconductors,
where spatial variations of effective mass, carrier lifetime their mobility and diffusivity, and dielectric
constant, are marginal and may be neglected, the total current is expressed as:
I = Aqg

Ln + Lp

 

e
qVj
kT  1

  I0 + I00e z
1  e 2z+z1+z2 (3)
where,
I0 =
qA
τa
(n0(xp2)Ln + p0(xn2)Lp)
I0 =
qA
τa
(n0(xp2)Lpez2 + p0(xn2)Lnez1)
Ln = Lp = La =
p
Daτa
Da, τa and g are defined as ambipolar-diffusion coefficient, ambipolar lifetime and amibipolar-carrier
generation rate, respectively[57]. We do not neglect injection, Vj;Vd, and it is considered that z1 =
z2 = 0, z = qkT(Vd Vj) in nondegenerated semiconductors with uniform doping, Equation (3) could
be written as:
I = 2qAg
p
Daτa   kv(n0xp2 + p0xn2) (4)
kv is defined as a factor to simplify the equation. The first term in the right-hand side of this formula
represents the uncompensated current relative to light intensity, and the second term stands for the
reduction of this photocurrent owing to spatial dependence of band structure of the junction and the
junction potential produced by strong injection. For a single B-doped Si or a defect-free CdS nanowire,
the current density increases with bias, as this does for a standard semiconductor nanowire with Schot-
tky contacts. However, for the CdS/p-Si nanowire junctions with a limited junction area and under a
large bias, the second term in Equation (4) becomes negligible, and, thus, the photocurrent does not
increase with a bias but does with the light intensity. The observed saturation current values in accord
with the incident light intensities can be explained based on several factors. Because a sufficient bias
must be applied to have the flat band at the anode and separate the generated carriers, after the thresh-
old bias, the photocurrent started to notably rise, but when the bias is large enough, effective carriers
producedby the incident light become saturated for transmission. In addition, we claim that theCdS/p-
Si axial nanowire heterostructures are particularly sensitive to 3 factors: the relative dimensions of the
two building blocks (this affects carrier mobility), carrier density and light absorption efficiency; in-
terface crystallography (which also determines the mobility), junction parameters; and light intensity;
that influences the photocurrent saturation value.
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Experiment No. 1 2 3 4 5
CdS NWLength (μm) 3 0.8 1.6 10 13
CdS NWDiameter (nm) 240 38 135 187 120
Si NW Length (μm) 0.9 1.5 1.3 0.2 1
Si NWDiameter (nm) 55 44 44 46 63
Photoresponse detected 26/26 22/22 16/16 57/57 16/16
Saturation current positive (nA) 16 0.50 3.2 0.12 0.16
Saturation current negative (nA) -27 -0.69 -7.2 -0.19 -0.2
Table 3.1: Five independent CdS/p-Si nanowire axial heterojunctions exhibiting the saturation
effect all having varying sizes and values of currents.
Over this work I fabricated and thoroughly tested 5 distinct CdS/p-Si nanowire junctions. All of
them exhibited the regarded saturation effects with notably varying parameters, as depicted in Table
3.1. The results imply that the saturation effects are natural and highly reproducible during in situTEM.
3.4 Conclusions
To sum up, an original in situHRTEM technique to construct individual axial nanowire junctions (per-
fectly emphasizing themodern nanoarchitectonics concept) has been developed for the first time. In situ
HRTEM and in-parallel structural characterizations and optoelectronic tests highlight the photosens-
ing properties of the single-crystalline axial CdS/p-Si nanowire junctions. They exhibit good selectivity
toward the light frequencies higher than those of the yellow range. The junctions possess a specific
photocurrent saturation effect; this can be employed in low-consumption light intensity sensing and
integrated tunable voltage-driven applications owing to the effects of current limitations and excellent
tolerance toward possibly unreliable and unstable bias.
The developed nanoarchitectonics-based approach employing in situ structural design andmeasure-
ments gives a strongmotivation for setting newoperational principles of single crystalline nano-devices.
Moreover, it is also envisaged that the near-field scanning technique can be also integrated for the con-
structed system for even better uncovering the exciting nanoscale optoelectronic phenomena.[27, 108].
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In situTEMElectrical Probing for Ultrastable
Sodium Ion Batteries
Sodium-ion batteries (SIBs), as an important alternative for future energy storage, have been on
stage since 1980s. Among many anode materials, elemental phosphorus (P) has attracted most of the
interest in recent years because of large theoretical capacity, i.e. 2596 mAh/g. The prime disadvantage,
however, of a P anode is its poor conductivity and fast structural degradation due to volume expan-
sion, as much as >490%, over working cycles. To address this issue, I redesigned the anode structure via
fabricating a flexible papermadeof amorphousP andN-dopedgraphene. Theas-fabricated anodedeliv-
ers ultrastable characteristics and superb rate capability, 809 mAh/g at 1500 mA/g. The extraordinary
structural integrity of this new anode was then studied via in situ experiments inside a high-resolution
transmission electron microscope (HRTEM), thereby the cyclic dynamics and sodiation/desodiation
mechanisms were thoroughly understood. To confirm my experimental results, Density Functional
Theory (DFT) calculations were additionally performed to indeed confirm that theN-doped graphene
contributes to an increase in capacity for Na storage, and to an improved anode rate performance.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the structural fracture of a high-volume-change type P anode,
in which P nanocrystals anchored on the graphene layer are placed on the surface of a Cu current
collector. After 1st discharging, there is a large volumetric expansion (>200-500%) for P NCs;
during cycling, such large volume change will lead to the pulverization and thus peeling off the
electrode.
4.1 Introduction
Sodium ion batteries (SIBs) are receiving considerable attention and have bright expectations as one
of the most promising alternatives to lithium ion batteries (LIBs) for energy storage.[49, 60, 75, 79,
96, 105, 106, 118, 119] Both battery types possess analogous chemistry, but SIBs are cheaper because
of more abundant sodium natural resources. In the recent reports, the cathode performance in SIBs
was found to be comparable with that of the LIBs.[4, 85] However, the performance is still not good
enough for the immediate practical applications. There have been an increasing interest in develop-
ing high-power and high-capacity anode materials for the next generation SIBs,[5, 8, 35, 66, 67, 71,
73, 95, 103, 111, 120, 128] such as transition metal oxides[5, 120, 128], Prussian blue analogues[73,
95], hard carbonmaterials[35], nanowires[8], graphene[103, 105], tin composite[111] and antimony-
based materials[71], but their specific capacities are still not competitive for future applications(<800
mAh/g).
Among the hottest materials, elemental phosphorus (P) is one of themost attractive candidates with
an ultra-high theoretical capacity of 2596 mAh/g*,[33, 45, 72] i.e. about seven times higher than that
of the commercial graphite anode in LIBs. The key challenge associated with a phosphorus anode is its
rapid structural degradation caused by huge volume change (>490%) under cycling. For conventional
crystalline phosphorus (Figure 4.1), upon Na insertion, the P crystals are pulverized and thus the elec-
trode film surface cracks (as a result of 200-500% volumetric expansion), leading to phosphorus peeling
off from the current collector, which, in turn, gives a significant performance fading. So, stabilizing or
sustaining the rigidness of the phosphorus anode structure during cycling is the practical key toward
the improvement of the cycling performance of a P-based SIB anode. Very recently, notable break-
throughs have been witnessed in stabilizing anode structure through a design of amorphous P/carbon
hybrids.[33, 45, 72] For example, Qian et al. reported that the amorphous P/C hybrids prepared un-
der high-energy mechanical milling had demonstrated a considerable capacity retention of 68% after
*All capacities mentioned though the thesis are calculated based on the weight of composites.
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Figure 4.2: HRTEM image of an N-doped graphene (GN).
60 cycles at the current density of 250 mA/g.[72] Kim et al. demonstrated that a similar amorphous
P/C structure is able to deliver as high as 80% reversible capacity and less than 7% capacity fading after
30 cycles at a current density of 143 mA/g.[33] In addition, Chou et al. fabricated a composite anode
via simple hand-grinding of commercial microsized red phosphorus and carbon nanotubes (CNTs);
this demonstrated a high capacity retention of 76.6% over 10 cycles.[45]The improvements in cycling
stability in the regarded reports were indeed remarkable, however, capacity retentions of less than 80%
still indicate that further developments are still needed in order tomeet the practical requirements.[54]
Toobtain a stable P-basedNa-ionbattery anodehaving high capacity retention and rate performance,
a flexible hybrid amorphous P-embedded N-doped graphene paper was designed and studied in my
work. Unlike the standardmethods, which assemble thePandCcomponents by anymechanicalmixing
(milling or grinding), a smarter design should tackle the existing problems, such as electrode chemical
stability during sodiation-desodiation andmechanical robustness after hybridization. Therefore, a few-
layered N-doped graphene (GN) (Figure 4.2) is herein selected as a substrate, whose two-dimensional
(2D) nanosheet architecture provides a decent framework ensuring uniform deposition of amorphous
P.[28, 61] Several advantages associated with the designed amorphous P@GN hybrids (Figure 4.3a)
prepared by the developed so-called “phase-transformation” route are:
i Comparedwith crystalline P (Figure 4.4), amorphous P (Figure 4.9) ismore stable because of its
relatively small volume change.[33, 72] Through the uniform confinement of the amorphous P
withinGN frameworks, the flexibleGNcan effectively buffer the volume change. This effectively
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Figure 4.3: (a) Illustrative scheme of the designed layered anode structure. (b) SEM image of the
cross section of a P@GN paper, the inset shows its paperlike appearance. (c) HRTEM image and
the corresponding FFT pattern of the P@GN portion confirming its amorphous structure. (d-e)
P2p and N1s XPS spectra of P@GN. N2 and N3 represent pyrrolic N and pyridinic N, respectively.
prevents the electrode fracture and ensures the improvement of the battery capacity retention
during electrochemical cycling;
ii The possibly formed robust P-C bonds between P andGN layers anchor both components, serv-
ing like several elastic “springs” between them; this also helps to further enhance the stability of
the anode;
iii The GN nanosheets provide high conductivity electron transport networks and robust mechan-
ical backbones, so that amorphous P could be very electrochemically active. In addition, the
high tenacity of GN is useful to accommodate the volumetric expansion of Pwithoutmechanical
damage or peeling off effects. Furthermore, N-doped graphene also contributes with a certain
capacity to the SIBs and brings the fast sodium ion transport according to the DFT calculations.
Thus in this Chapter, I show that the above-mentioned three key features of the amorphous
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Figure 4.4: a) Schematic illustration of an individual P nanocrystals@G (P NCs@G) nanosheet
prototype sodium battery device fabricated under in situ TEM. b) TEM image of the nano-SIB at
the initial stage. c-d) Time-dependent TEM images and SAED patterns of sodiated P NCs@G
nanosheet upon sodiation at 5 s and 120 s. e) The schematic illustration of the 1st sodiation-
desodiation process of P@GN nanosheet. Red arrows indicate the shrinkage, while blue arrows
indicate particles peeled off. Scale bars: 200 nm.
P@GNstructure endows the large-volume-changeanodewith a superb capacity retention(>85%
over 350 cycles), outstanding cycle stability (0.002% decay per cycle from 2nd to 350th cycle),
and excellent rate capability (809 mAh/g at 1500 mA/g). Most importantly, state-of-the-art
in situ probing experiments in HRTEM and supporting theoretical calculations finally uncover
the key advantages of the present design and ensure the future developments of the P-based
high-performance SIB anode structures, while getting deep insights into the associated atomistic
mechanisms.
4.2 Experimental
Amorphous P@GN paper was prepared by a designed ”phase-transformation” route. Bulk red P was
heated to formP4 vapors in a sealed ampule, whichwere adsorbed and depositedwithin the inter-layers
of GN; it changed back into amorphous red P after condensation.[77] Thus, a butter-bread-like struc-
ture composed of flexible conductive GN layers and thin amorphous red P layers between them was
fabricated (Figure 4.3b).
Synthesis of P@GN:
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Figure 4.5: TGA curve of a P@GN sample.
Graphene oxide (GO) suspension used in this work was prepared bia a modified method. 50 mg of
grapheneoxidewas loaded in a ceramicboat in a tube furnace followedby its heat treatment at 600 °C for
1.5 h in a gas mixture of NH3 and Ar (1:2 vol/vol) under a total flow rate of 150 ml/min. Commercial
red phosphorus was dispersed in water and put into a Teflon-lined stainless autoclave. The autoclave
was heated to 200 °C andmaintained for 12 h to remove surface oxides. As-preparedN-doped graphene
(GN) products were properly mixed together with the pretreated red phosphorus powder, and sealed
in an ampule in an inert Ar atmosphere. The sealed reactors were thermally treated at 500 °C for 1 h
and then at 280 °C for several hrs in the furnace, before natural cooling to room temperature. The final
product was washed with CS2, water and methanol, and then dried at 60 °C.
Characterization:
TEM images were taken with a 300 kV JEOL 3000F microscope. Samples were first dispersed in
ethanol and then collected using carbon-film-covered copper grids. To avoid possible electron beam
effects (such as radiolysis or sputtering damage of both Na-containing species and graphene lattice)
the beam intensity was minimized. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded on a
Hitachi S4800 electron microscope operating at 15 kV. XRD patterns were taken on a Philips X Pert
PRO MPD X-ray diffractometer operated at 35 kV and 45 mA with Cu Kα radiation. XPS measure-
ments were carried out on an ESCALab220i-XL spectrometer by using a twin-anodeAl Ka (1486.6 eV)
X-ray source. All the spectra were calibrated to the binding energy of C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. The back-
ground pressure was 3 x 10-7 Pa. Raman spectra were collected on aHoriba Jobin-Yoon T6400 Raman
spectrometer.
Electrochemical tests:
The electrochemical properties of P@GN and P NCs@G samples were studied using a 2032-type
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coin cell on a Hokudo Denko Charge/Discharge apparatus. The working electrode was prepared by
directly pressing a piece of sample onto the Cumesh current collector. Nametal foil was selected as the
reference and counter electrode. The electrolyte was 1 M NaPF6 in ethyl carbonate (EC) and diethyl
carbonate (DEC) (EC : DEC = 1 : 1vol=vol). The cells were assembled in a glove box filled with a pure
argon gas.
Construction of individual prototype P@GN (PNCs@G)-based SIB:
In situ TEM observations were conducted in a JEOL-3100 FEF equipped with an Omega filter and
aNanofactory Instruments STM-TEM holder. In order to build up the test cell, an individual P@GN or
P NCs@G nanosheets were attached to the fresh-cut flattened Au wire, which was then attached to the
piezo-manipulator. A small piece of Na foil was placed to another Au wire as a reference and counter
electrode. Before insertion of the holder into the TEM column, a piece of Na foil covered with a Na2O
layerwas placed on the surface ofmetal Au tip. Then isolatedP@GNorPNCs@Gsampleswere chosen
for direct electrochemical tests. Under the following delicate piezo-driven TEMmechanical manipula-
tions the two electrodes were connected and the probe cell was finally constructed. The sodiation was
carried out at a negative bias in the range of -2 V to 0 V with respect to the Na metal.
DFT calculations:
Thefirst principle calculationswere carriedoutusing theViennaab initio simulationpackage (VASP),[37]
where projected-augmented-wave (PAW) potential was adopted.[36]The functional of Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)[69] were employed in the
calculations. We used a 3  3  1 mesh in the irreducible Brillouin zone for structure relaxation and
66 1mesh for self-consisted calculations. In all the calculations the forces were relaxed to the values
lower than 0.02 eV/Å.
4.3 Results and discussions
It is considered that some P-C bonds possibly exist between amorphous P and GN layers which would
tightly anchor those layers. Scanning electron microscopy characterization (Figure 4.3b) illustrates the
cross section of the structure of anode, where we can see a lot disordered and flexible layered struc-
tures. It is considered that most GN sheets can not be tranfered back to graphite by restacking even
under longtime heating or mechanical induced compression.[28] FromHRTEM image and the corre-
sponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns, crystallography of P was uncovered: it is amorphous,
as depicted in Figure 4.3c. We were able to observe the disordered nature of P@GN of structure from
the diffused rings and the absence of clear lattice fringes.
The constitution of P in the composite was characteried to be 66% by thermogravimetric analysis
curve as shown in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.3d, the P2p X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) reveals
2p1/2 and 2p3/2 doublets, where two peaks at 129.75 eV (2p3/2) and 130.6 eV (2p1/2) suggest the
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Figure 4.6: a-b) C1s XPS spectra of PNCs@G and P@GN samples. c) Overlay of the two surveys
for C1s spectra of the two samples.
possible existance of P-C bonding.[31, 62, 122]
According to the theoretical simulations,[12, 85] among all P-C bonding types – sp3, sp2 in plane,
sp2 at edge, and sp2 in the aromatic ring – the most stable one is the sp2 hybridized P-C bonds in aro-
matic ring because of bond length in the ”π-p* conjugation plane is the shortest. As the inset image
illustrates in Figure 4.3e, GN would provide sp2 P-C bond at the edge and/or at the aromatic rings.
In addition, another evidence from C1s XPS spectra, as shown in Figure 4.6, depicts the possibly
existing P-C bonds in P@GN. In order to get clear comparison, P nanocrystlas in pure graphene sample
(this sample name will be called as P NCs@G) was also prepared for test. As shown in Figure 4.6a,
clearly, there are no P-C bonds found in P NCs@G.
As compared with the sample set of P NCs@G, the sp2 carbon atom fraction decreases while sp3
C-C (285.3 eV) bonds prevail in P@GN (Figure 4.6b) possibly due to some defects caused by nitrogen
doping. ThreeN-doping types are found to exist in P@GN (Figure 4.3e): graphitic, quaternaryN (N1,
401.7 eV), pyrrolic N (N2, 400.2 eV), and pyridinic N (N3, 399.1 eV).[77, 98, 101, 102] The N2 and
N3 dopants are generally thought to be located at the edges or surface defect sites such as vacancies.
The specially designed layere structure exhibits excellent electrochemical performances. In Figure
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Figure 4.7: HAADF-STEM image, and C-, P- and N-elemental maps of a P@GN nanosheet.
4.9, the battery performances of the P@GNwere evaluated by using standard CR2032 coin cells.
As a comparison sample set, red P nanocrystals (NCs) placed on pure graphene (P NCs@G) were
also manufactured by grinding of nanoscale red phosphorus and graphene. As shown in Figure 4.9a,
the initial Coulombic efficiency of P@GN is 87%, higher than that of 85% for a reported P@C hybrid
electrode.[45] From the 2nd to 120th cycles at 200 mA/g or 350th cycle at 800 mA/g, the Coulom-
bic efficiencies are more than 98%. A discharge plateau, as depicted in Figure 4.9b, corresponds to an
anodic peak spreads from 0 V to 0.5 V, implying the formation of Na3P with a theoretical capacity of
2596 mAh/g. The conversion chemical reaction from P to Na3P takes place. The chemical reaction
process is then eventually proved by in situ HRTEM experiments which will be discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs. In a reversed scan, a main anodic peak appears at 0.53 V, which possibly matches
the main sodium ion de-intercalation process via chemical reaction from Na3P to P. However, no clear
peaks at any other potentials (for instance 0.63 V assigned to NaP) were found. This indicates that this
electrode probably experiences a reversible discharging/charging chemical cycling between Na3P and
P and affords very high capacity because of existence of Na3P.
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Over 350 battery cycles, the capacity retention of P@GN battery is more than 85%. From the 2nd
to 350th cycle at 200 mA/g, the capacity decay is even less than 3%. The excellent capacity retention
and stability (about 0.002% decay per cycle) are among the best cycling stablity performances of all
reportedP-based anodes to date. To reveal themechanismof the unusual cyclic stablity, the original and
after-cycled P@GN electrodes were examined by a high angular annual dark field (HAADF) imaging
in a scanning TEM (STEM) mode with the EDS mapping as illustrated in Figure 4.9c, Figure 4.7 and
Figure 4.8. Obviously, the integrity of the battery structure is maintained quite well in the desodiated
states after even 120 cycles.
Figure 4.8: The HAADF-STEM image and the corresponding elemental maps of a P@GN
nanosheet at the fully desodiated state after 150 cycles.
It is also noted that upon sodiation, distribution of sodium species is very homogeneous over the
nanosheet (Figure 4.9c), this suggests the successful intercalation of sodium ions. The reduced volume
expansion of P layers are significantly buffered and confined by GN layers, which is the key for prevent-
ing failure of the anode structure. Moreover, P@GN anode material exhibits improved rate capability
as compared with P NCs@G material, as marked in Figure 4.9d. At a high current rate (1500 mA/g),
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Figure 4.9: (a) Cyclic capacity and Coulombic efficiency of P@GN at 200 mA/g and 800 mA/g.
(b) Galvanostatic charge and discharge profile of P@GN anode at 200 mA/g. (c) The HAADF-
STEM image and the corresponding EDS maps of a P@GN nanosheet at the desodiated state (af-
ter 120 cycles). (d) Rate capabilities of P@GN and P NCs@G. (e) Nyquist plots and equivalent
circuit model of P@GN and P NCs@G electrodes after 10 cycles at 0.1 A/g in the discharged state.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Schematics of an individual P@GN nanosheet sodium ion battery device test
performed by in situ TEM. (b) TEM image of the SIB at the initial stage. Scale bar: 100 nm.
the reversible capacity still reaches 809mAh/g for P@GN.This capacity is twice higher than that of the
theoretical capacity of the commercial graphite (370 mAh/g) in LIBs. And, of course, these results are
far better than those of the P NCs@G (10 mAh/g at 1500 mA/g).
This is especially meaningful for future secondary battery choice. In fact, sodium-ion batteries are
expected to be of low cost and high capacity.
To compare the battery anode kinetics of P@GN and P NCs@G, their electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was performed as ploted in Figure 4.9e. The Nyquist curves demonstrate that a di-
ameter of the semicircle for P@GN anode material in high-medium frequency region is much smaller
than that of P NCs@G electrode. This suggests that P@GN anode possesses a lower contact and bet-
ter charge-transfer impedance. Based on the modified Randles equivalent circuit, shown in the inset of
Figure 4.9e, the P@GNanode exhibits a significant lower charge-transfer resistance. Therefore, P@GN
holds a high electrical conductance and also provides more stable surfaces such as SEI layer. This leads
to the better rate capability and reversible capacity as comparison with P NCs@G. In addition, the an-
gle of low-frequency slope for P@GN (76.8 degrees) is steeper than that of P NCs@G (49.1 degrees),
indicating higher diffusivity of Na+ for sodium ion uptake and extraction in P@GN anode due to the
steep low-frequency tail.[85]
It is very important to maintain the structural integrity during cycling to realize stable performance
for large capacity and low-cost anode material.[49] To analyze a mechanism of the anode stability of
our ultra-stable decice, I performed an in situ TEM study of the chemical and structural changes of the
as-fabricated anode during electrochemical cycling (Figure 4.10). The in situTEMexperimental set-up
is very similar to some previous reports (Figure 4.10a).[100, 102]
The setup mainly consists of two parts: the sample is placed on a gold wire tip, while another gold
wire with a small piece of sodium is put on the opposite side. Special care is required for sodium load-
ing. Sodium is loaded to the probe (which is on the TEM holder) in glovebox filled with argon. Then
the holder was capped under argon atmosphere. A few seconds before insertion of holder, the cap was
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Figure 4.11: TEM image and SAED pattersn of the in situ SIB at (a) 15 s and (b) 120 s of sodi-
ation during first discharging. Scale bars: 100 nm.
removed. During transferring process, a very thin layer of Na2Owas formed on the sodium metal sur-
faces. TheNa2Olayer serves as a natural solid electrolyte for the single nanostructured SIB. Figure 4.10b
depicts a TEM image of a freestanding P@GN nanosheet material.
Figure 4.11 presents the sodiation process of an individual P@GN anode. A -2 V potential was ap-
plied to P@GNanodewith respect to the sodium potential. The anodematerial immediately expanded
in both longitudinal and transverse directions after applying the bias, as shown in Figures 4.11. After
sodiation, the length of nanosheet increased from initial 210 nm to the sodiated 250 nm, and the length
of a regional edge enlarged to 83 nm from the previous 65 nm. The experiment further implies that an
effective Na transport along/across the hybrid structure indeed took place.
It is noted that the expansion rate in the onedirection, from210nm to250nm, becomes less than that
for another one, from 65 nm to 83 nm. This might indicate that small-sized nanoribbons could possess
higher electrochemical activities. No significant evidence of structural degradationwas found even after
the entire sodiation (Figure 4.11b). This is confirmed by the decent flexibility of GN and amorphous
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Figure 4.12: (a) 5 s and (b) 120 s of time-dependent TEM images of desodiation during 1st
charging. Inset in (b) shows the corresponding schematic atomic structure. The inset in (a) de-
picts the corresponding SAED pattern. Scale bars: 100 nm.
P layer which can effectively buffer the large volume expansions during insertion of sodium ions. The
nanosheet thickness also increased from 10 nm to 14 nm, as it is marked by blue color in Figures 3b
and 3d during discharge process. The SAED pattern of the sodiated P@GN (Figure 4.11) reveals the
crystallography information after phase changes after sodiation. The main phase of the sodiated anode
material is identified to beNa3P–which takesmore sodium ions thanNaPper single P atom. This result
is consistent with the battery test shown in Figure 4.9b.
Thedesodiation process took placewhen a 2Vbiaswas applied to the nanostructure. As presented in
Figure 4.12, the volume shrinkage became observable along both the longitudinal and transverse direc-
tions. It is observed that desodiated nanosheet after sodium extraction looks quite similar to the initial
status. What is more, the edge segment perfectly kept the initial state. The experiment demonstrates
that the designed layered structure is able to buffer the anode volume expansion and shrinkage during
electrochemical cycling. Therefore, the in situ experiments explain the stable cycling performance as
revealed by the ex situ battery measurements (Figure 4.9b). Integrity of the P@GN nanosheet is pre-
served quite well, suggesting that the butter-bread-like structure is effective for relaxing the strain and
overcoming pulverization caused by volume expansion, and, hence, it can be a very promising anode
candidate for SIB.
The comparison material, an individual P NCs@G nanosheet, was also build and tested by in situ
microscopy. As shown in Figure 4.4, during discharging, P nanocrystals expanded immediately. The
whole P NCs@G nanosheet drastically shrinks instead of expanding upon sodium insertion along all
directions, because the sodiated crystals aggregated together and also their size grew larger under the
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Figure 4.13: (a) Raman spectra of red P, P NCs@G, and P@GN before and after sodiation. (b)
The schematics of the insertion of sodium into a C46N3 sheet based on DFT calculations. (c-d)
DOS of C46N3 and its sodiated product NaC46N3.
Ostwald ripening.
Therefore, the strong adhesive forces between graphene and PNCs compressed the whole structure
into an aggregate form of P NCs. Note that the phenomenon is more significant at the edges, as com-
pared with the basal plane due to their higher electrochemical activities. Moreover, peeling off of an
active material can also be observed during in situ TEM processing which is marked by blue arrows in
Figure 4.4c-d. Two particles in the upper part and another nanocrystal in the lower part disappeared
after sodiation. The peeling off of active material implies that the P NCs@G experienced significant
expansion, which leads to the irreversible peeling off, and hence, caused a loss of capacity. It is noted
that some NaP phases are seen in SAED patterns in Figures 4.11, for the desodiated material. The NaP
phase (instead of Na3P) implies that only conversion of P into NaP rather than into Na3P took place.
It is know that Na3P holds much higher capacity, 2569 mAh/g, than NaP, which is only 856 mAh/gh.
Sodiation of phosphorus in PNCs@G sample can be associatedwith its low electrical conductivity and
large crystal size. Therfore, the irreversible structural failure and the presence of NaP (instead of N3P)
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undoubtedly limit the performance for PNCs@G.The in situ experiment condlusion is consistent with
the battery cycling performance and rate properties (Figure 4.9c).
It is believed that maintaining amorphous morphology of P during cycling is a key factor for ultra-
stable battery performance. This is confirmed by the Raman spectroscopy presented in Figure 4.13a.
Spectrum features of red P between 300  500cm 1 can be attributed to P–P stretching bonds of P9 and
P7 cages while establishing the pentagonal tubes in paired layers.
Compared with red P material, the amorphous phosphorus and nitrogen doped graphene hybrid
structure does not display Raman peaks natural for P, but shows two typical D-band and G-band peaks
(peculiar to graphene).[33]The result indicates that the layerd P@GN paper was well maintained dur-
ing cycling. Additionally, Raman spectra of various samples providemore evidences for the existence of
the stable P-C bonds aftermultiple cycles. In Figure 4.13a, a broad envelope centered at about 700cm 1
for P@GN,which ismarked by red circle, could be attributed to P-C bond stretchingmodes. Therefore,
stable P-C bonds may exist after cycling, as shown in Figure 4.13a.
Last but not least, DFT simulations were performed to uncover the function of N-doped graphene
for battery performance of SIB. Some previous works used doped graphenes for LIB and SIB anode
materials.[98, 102, 103, 105, 118] First, the adsorption energy of sodium ions on different graphene
structureswere calculated. For graphene andN1graphene, the value is positive, at around+0.50 eV.This
means that both graphene and N1 graphene are unfavorable for sodium absorption, and, hence, they
deliver no capacity to the battery. ForN2 andN3 doped graphene and P doping, the absorption energy
turns to be negative. The negative energy value means that the material is attractive for sodium absorp-
tion. Thecorresponding sodiumabsorption energyonGNsurfaces are illustrated inFigure 4.13b. Then,
the corresponding capacities based on the simulation of the maximum sodium concentration were cal-
culated. It is acknowledged that graphene is not conductive, andhence the theoretical capacity is exactly
zero. C46N3 holds a 0.851 e charge transfer, and capacity of 373.3 mAh/g. This value is 1.2 times of the
capacity of hard carbon at 300mAh/g, suggesting that N and P doped graphenes are decent candidates
for modern anode materials due to their positive roles in the electron transport.
All three kinds of doped graphenes show a large charge transfer from sodium. For instance, sodium
donates 0.853 e charge to C46N3. It implies that doping sites could provide the high efficiency to im-
prove the interactions between sodium and G surface for future sodium ion storage. The high rate ca-
pability of the N-doped graphene is also supported by the density of states simulations, as shown in
Figure 4.13c-d, N doping makes C46N3 metallic. As a consequence, theoretically, N doped graphene
is favorable for electron and ion transfer, high rate capability, decent capacity, and long battery lifetime
for SIB.
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4.4 Conclusions
Tosumup, I applied aphase-transformationapproach to fabricatenitrogendopedgraphene-phosphorus
structure with layered morphologies where thin amorphous phosphorus layers are formed within flex-
ible and electrically conductive N-doped graphene structures. Advantages of the designed anode ma-
terial have been studied using various characterization techniques, device tests, in situmicroscopy and
theoretical calculations. These advantages are namely:
(1)Thin P layer on the doped graphene (instead of crystalline P) anode shows ultrastable efficiency
of 0.002% decay per cycle and good rate capability of 809 mAh/g at 1500 mA/g;
(2) P-C stable bonds may exist to bond GN and P layers;
(3) In situHRTEM experiments verified and revealed the reason of the materials’ ultrastable perfor-
mance.
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5
Opto-Mechano-Electrical Tripling in ZincOxide
Nanowires Probed by In situ Photocurrent
Spectroscopy in TEM
For future flexible optoelectronics, three important factors must be considered: light, force
and electricity. Thus, photosensing spectroscopy of free-standing Zinc Oxide (ZnO) nanowires in a
high-resolution transmission electron microscope (TEM) is studied herein. By applying the optical in
situ TEM system described in Chapter 2, novel opto-mechano-electrical tripling phenomenon in Zinc
Oxide nanowires is discovered. Interestingly, splitting of photocurrent spectra at 3.3 eV under in situ
TEM bending of Zinc Oxide nanowires directly corresponds to the nanowire deformation. It is es-
tablished that such effect is caused by the expanded and compressed nanowire sides, especially at the
nanowire edges. Theoretical calculations of deformedZincOxide nanowire bend structure changes has
a perfect agreement with the in situ experimental data. The splitting of photocurrent spectra can be un-
derstood in termsof changes in the valenceband structureofZincOxidenanowiresbecauseof the lattice
strain. The deformation-induced splitting gives a valuable information for flexible optoelectronics and
piezo-phototronics when using nanowire building blocks.
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of experimental setup inside and outside of a high-resolution TEM for the
ZnO nanowire testing.
5.1 Introduction
These years, transmitting information at a wide band width, long distance, ultra-high speed and low
power consumption relies on photons passing through optical fibers, instead of using electrons in elec-
trical wires.
However, the industries and consumers are still not satisfied with the current status of integrations
of optoelectronic components within rigid or flexible substrates.[32, 48, 74] To achieve highly efficient
integrations with multi-functionalities, the sizes of light sources (including laser diodes and light emit-
ting diodes), modulators, resonators, waveguides, photodetectors in optoelectronic systems or even
additional strain sensors, accelerometers etc. in Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical Systems are expected
to be downsized to the nanoscale.[68] To catch up with the currently mature silicon microelectron-
ics industries, the light-matter interactions in novel optoelectronic semiconducting materials should be
carefully studied, especially with respect to using them as individual building blocks for bottom-up op-
toelectronic technology. However, conventional approaches are not able to detect, operate and modify
optoelectronic property/functions of a single nanomaterial directly and at the high spatial resolution.
In addition, flexible and stretchable electronics and optoelectronics attract prime attention of general
consumers nowadays. Nanowires, as one of the most promising building blocks for bottom-up flexible
optoelectronics, have not been yet comprehensively studied at a level of a single free-standing material.
A zinc oxide nanowire is one of the most promising and hot 1-Dmaterials for opto-mechano-electrical
applications because of its ideal piezo-phototronic properties.[104, 112, 115, 116] Many published re-
ports on flexible nanowire photodetectors have relied on various substrates.[25, 99, 110] Obviously,
choosing a right substrate is always an essential factor in flexible optoelectronics; that is, the physi-
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cal properties of a nanostructure are strongly affected by the substrates. For instance, it has been re-
ported that the optical absorption coefficient, the band-edge and near-band-edge (NBE) characteristics
of zinc oxide films are verymuch dependent on the substrate type/quality and its treatments.[83] Con-
sequently it is very important to characterize mechano-optoelectronic properties of zinc oxide nanos-
tructures in free-standing conditions and in high vacuum. For example, Ohno et al. studied photolumi-
nescence (PL) and cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra of a piece of the diamond crystal in TEM;[64]
Yang et al. measured photocurrent values of deformed zinc oxide nanowires in TEM after their illumi-
nation by light with fixed wavelength.[117] However, the wide-band-range photocurrent spectroscopy
of free-standing zinc oxide nanowires or any other nanomaterials has not been researched as yet. In this
Chapter, I investigate the photocurrent spectroscopy of individual free-standing zinc oxide nanowires
by means of in situ probing optical-STM-TEM. It is discovered that the photocurrent spectra of zinc
oxide nanowires experience a specific splitting. Additionally, the splitting values exactly correlate with
the elastic strains applied. Under relevant theoretical calculations, the valence band structure is found
to change accordingly on two sides of the bent nanowire. The calculations nicely fitted andmatched the
experimental results.
5.2 Experimental
Zinc oxide nanowires were prepared through a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method similar to
that inprevious reportedpublications.[112] In situ characterizations andmanipulationswereperformed
by the optimized Nanofactory Instruments AB opto-TEM-STM sample holder with a nanomanipula-
tor and an optical fiber, as detailed in Chapter 2, in a 300 kV JEOL-3100FEF (Omega filter) high-
resolution microscope. Zinc oxide nanowires were carefully placed onto the gold wire stage of the
holder tip-frame by using the minimum amount of silver epoxy. Then, inside TEM, the electrochem-
ically etched tungsten probe was moved to contact a chosen individual nanowire by controlling the
piezo-nanomanipulator movements. Also, the optical fiber was manipulated to illuminate the speci-
men in tandem with its probing. The experimental configuration is schematically shown in Figure 5.1.
By controlling the tungsten probe, deformation of nanowires was delicately carried out. The photocur-
rent was then tested by applying a voltage between the two ends of a zinc oxide nanowire. While, with
the aid of the monochromator, scanning of the light wavelength from 2.5 eV to 4.5 eV, and recording
the photocurrent spectrum were performed. By applying a lock-in amplifier, photocurrent response
was rectified according to the chopper frequency in order to resolve the weak signals from the noise
background.
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Figure 5.2: Photocurrent spectra (raw data) recorded under bending deformations from 0% to
6.1%, and back to 0%. Red line in the upper left inset of the first panel depicts the normalized
(to the incident photons) spectrum at a zero strain (normalized from the measured photocurrents
shown as the black line in the inset).
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5.3 Results and discussions
In Figure 5.2, an experimental run on a given zinc oxide nanowire is shown. The nanowire was initially
straight, as illustrated in the uppermost panel of Figure 5.2. Please note that the normalized spectrum
to the incident photons at the zero strain state was calculated and is shown in the inset. Due to the large
exciton binding energy at 60 meV for ZnO, a strong exciton absorption peak is seen even at room tem-
perature. Thenanowirewas probedunder its bending in the horizontal plane. Photocurrent-wavelength
raw spectra in Figure 5.2 demonstrate the specific splitting phenomenon which is apparently related to
the strain in the deformed nanowire. The nanowire diameter was measured to be 385 nm. The strain,
was calculated as follows *:
ε = r
R
, where r is a distance from the compressed or expanded side of the nanowire to themiddle point of the
compressed or expanded region and R is the radius of curvature of the deformed nanowire.
The firstmanipulation deformed the nanowire to 3.0% strain and then to 3.5%, 4.1%, 5.55% and 6.1%
gradually. Next, the probe was carefully moved backwards. The strains then decreased to 5.66%, 5.0%,
3.6% and 2.5% gradually. Finally, the nanowire returned to its original unbent state. Before taking any
photocurrent spectrum after each probing, the electron beam of themicroscope was taken off and away
from the sample. One side of the deformed nanowire experiences a compressive strain; the other side is
under tension. Thehigh-resolutionTEM image, as shown in Figure 5.3, clearly displays the (002) lattice
fringes along the c-axis, which is also the growth direction of the nanowire.[125] The local lattice dis-
tance within the compressed nanowire edge is 0.243 nm, which is smaller than the usual value of 0.260
nm of the ZnO bulk material.[9] The local lattice distance is larger away from the compressed edge,
up to 0.257 nm. Once the nanowire is bent, at first, the photocurrent spectra remain a of very similar
shape displaying one broad peak centered at about 3.30 eV. Once the strain is increased under further
in situ bending, the pristine broad peak splits into two components. Upon a 3.0% strain, the separated
two peaks are centered at 3.24 eV and 3.34 eV.Therefore the corresponding red-shift and blue-shift are
0.06 eV and 0.04 eV, respectively. Upon the largest strain applied at 6.1%, the red-shift becomes larger,
about 0.07 eV, while the blue shift is 0.06 eV. The splitting values are determined by the gap between
the centers of the two peaks of the photocurrent spectra on the deformed nanowire. These are listed in
sequence in Table 5.1.
Thepeakpositions are alsoplotted inFigure 5.4d to clearly depict the relationship. It is clear that there
is an obvious correlation between the strain and the peak position shifts. To get the deeper insights into
such correlation, the theoretical calculations were conducted.
*Please note that the strain value determination is intrinsically the same as that in Chapter 6 but with 2 times constant
difference.
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Splitting Values (eV) Strain
0.01 3.0%
0.09 3.5%
0.10 4.1%
0.12 5.6%
0.13 6.1%
0.11 5.7%
0.13 5.0%
0.10 3.6%
0.08 2.5%
Table 5.1: Splitting values of photocurrent spectra on the deformed nanowire.
Photocurrent spectroscopy is one of themost importantmethods to obtain the band gap information
from crystals. So, researchers have typically explained photocurrent behaviors in the frame of band gap
theories. Inmywork, zinc oxide nanowire is appeared to be a highly crystalline direct band gapmaterial
tested without a substrate and in high vacuum. During bending, no other variables are added. Under
such ideal conditions, it is reasonable to assume that changing of the band gap is directly correlated
with the energy values of the photocurrent peak and its splitting. The total spectra containing an overall
photoresponse might be mainly affected by the surface of the nanowire rather than its total body, also
they may be affected by some pre-existing defects (usually oxygen vacancies, not created by bending),
hence, the spectrum broadening due to splitting is probably hidden. Another detail is that the fiber
transmission efficiency in my experiment is somewhat limited. The transmission efficiency decreases
quite a lot at the UV range, at around 400 nm (or 3.1 eV), which cuts off the intensity of the incident
light energy.
Theoretical calculations for deformed ZnO nanowires were performed by using Density Functional
Tight Binding (DFTB) method which is implemented in the DFTB+ software package.[86] DFTB
approach has widely been used for the accurate and efficient description of electronic, structural and
transport properties of various inorganic materials especially for those which contain more than 1000
atoms in the simulation system. However, we are still limited by the simulation capability with regard to
the number of atoms involved. Therefore we chose to simulate a ZnO nanowire with a diameter of 1.5
nm. Parametrization of Zn atom interactions with O atoms has been used for various bulk Zn-crystals
such as hcp-Zn, zinc-blende-ZnS and wurtzite-Zinc Oxide, and ZnO surfaces (surface is clean with a
small amount of adsorbates), and Zinc Oxide nanostructures. Such parameterization provided a good
description of electronic band structures of zinc oxide including reasonable representations of the band
structure and its band gap of 4.1 eV.[58]
We simulated a bent zinc oxide nanowire with various degrees of curvature and in accordance with
the experimental deformation values, as shown in Figure 5.4a. Two sides of the nanowire are marked
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Figure 5.3: High-resolution TEM image of a deformed Zinc Oxide nanowire. The (002) lattice
fringe separation is 0.243 nm at the most compressed sample edge, and 0.257 nm at the less com-
pressed core.
by red or blue colors along with its expanded or compressed portions, respectively.
A simulated zinc oxide nanowire is constructed by 1500 atoms of Zn and O. To exclude the effect
of dangling bonds and surface currents on the deformed structures, the simulated supercell surface was
covered by a uniform layer of hydrogen atoms. Splitting of the photocurrent spectra is directly related to
the splitting of levels in the valence band at Γ point with the corresponding red/blue shifts of the peaked
wavelength values under bending. .[47]
The values of splitting partial density of states (PDOS) were calculated for the expanded and com-
pressed sides of a nanowire, as shown in Figure 5.4b. During bending under TEMprobing, the position
of the conduction band was not changed. Only the valence band was affected.
In Figure 5.4b, the alternations in the valence band of the bent zinc oxide nanowire experiencing a
strain of 4% are shown. PDOS peculiar to the expanded/compressed sides of the zinc oxide nanowire
are marked in red and blue colors, respectively. Calculation results imply that the valence band shifts in
a direction of a red range of wavelengths, whereas the compression causes the blue shift. This is a perfect
match with the experimental data.
More simulations were also carried out for zinc oxide nanowires having various bending deforma-
tions from 1% to 4%. As shown in Figure 5.4c, these reveal a clear dependence of the band gap on strain.
The changes of the band gap are obviously correlated with the changes in the photocurrent peak cen-
ter, as measured in the in situ probing experiments, Figure 5.4d. Thus the obtained computational data
exhibit a perfect agreement with the experimental data.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Computed geometry of a deformed Zinc Oxide nanowire in accord with the experi-
mental data. The simulated structure is divided into two domains (marked by red and blue colored
portions) for the simulation of PDOS in expanded and compressed regions. Notice that the size of
calculated geometry is not the same as for the experimental picture. (b) PDOS of expanded (red)
and compressed (blue) sides of the deformed Zinc Oxide nanowire. Black curve shows the total
DOS for the unbent nanowire, as a whole. Bending strain is 4%. (c) Dependence of the Zinc Ox-
ide wire band gap on the bending strain in the frame of the DFTB approach adopted; (d) Depen-
dence of the photocurrent peak position on the bending strain obtained experimentally. Red and
blue colors denote the expanded and compressed regions of Zinc Oxide nanowires, respectively.
A few published results on deformed zinc oxide nanowires or microwires are in consistence with
ours. For example, Xue et al. studied the strain effects on NBE of ZnO, which are characterized by CL
inside a scanning electronmicroscope (SEM).They found that the emissions hadhad a relationwith the
strain.[113] Liao et al. also researchedCL splitting and shift in deformed zinc oxidemicrowires in SEM.
It is noted that the relationship between the excitation spectra evolution and compressive edges was
rather clear. Also, it is believed that the valenceband splittingwould contribute to theNBEsplitting.[58]
In my in situ probing experiments, the splitting takes place not during CL measurements (a process
stimulated by electron beam to emit light) but during recording of a photoresponse as the electrical
current. This is a result of light absorption and the generation of electron-hole pairs. But, anyway, both
processes share the same strain conditions that result in splitting of energy levels in the valence band at
the Г point.
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5.4 Conclusions
Toconclude, thisChapter discussedonopto-mechano-electrical triplingphenomenaunder in situ imag-
ing and probing measurements of photocurrents in zinc oxide nanowires in real time, and under high
spatial resolution. By comparing photocurrent spectra of individual free-standing zinc oxide nanowires
under strain, splitting of photocurrent spectra was recorded. The shifts of photocurrent peaks were in
an obvious correlation with the bending strains. The red/blue shifts were proved to be directly related
to the splitting of energy levels in the valence band at the Γ point. DFTB calculations documented a
perfect match with the in situ experimental results. The splitting of photocurrent spectroscopy gives
an important clue for future flexible optoelectronics and piezo-phototronics. For example, it would be
highly useful for strain-tuned wavelength-division multiplexing modules or MOEMS devices, and for
flexible optoelectronics where photocurrent splitting values must be evaded as a key variable.
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6
Statistically Analyzed Photoresponse of CdS
Nanowires by in situTEM
Togetthemissing informationforfutureflexibleoptoelectronicsbasedonnanoscale
building blocks, as I discussed in Chapter 5, light, force and electrical currents are all important fac-
tors to be included into an in siu probing experiment. I demonstrate herein that high resolution TEM
coupled with light illumination of a specimen and its electrical/mechanical probing can be applied for
the in situ study of initiated photocurrents in free-standing individual nanowires. The crystallography of
numerous individual CdS nanowires is analyzed simultaneously with the photocurrent measurements.
My research implies that elastically deformedwurtzite CdS nanowires show statistically unchanged val-
ues of photo-to-dark current (ON/OFF) ratios. It is discovered that the cut-off wavelength possesses
red shifts of photocurrent spectrum after nanowire bending. It is caused by deformation-induced lat-
tice strain or associated changes in the electronic band structure, which is additionally proved by se-
lected area electron diffraction (SAED) analyses and density functional tight binding (DFTB) calcula-
tions. The stable ratios ofON/OFF ratios, as well as photocurrent spectroscopy shifts of deformedCdS
nanowires are important clues for future flexible optoelectronics and photovoltaics.
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6.1. Introduction
Figure 6.1: (a) XRD data of the nanowire sample (upper panel) fits a CdS hexagonal phase,
JCPDS Card No. 41-1049 (lower panel). (b,c) Two SAED patterns of a CdS nanowire taken along
the [100] and [001] directions, respectively.
6.1 Introduction
As I mentioned in Chapter 1, flexible electronics and optoelectronics have attracted general public at-
tentions in recent years because of the growing requirements for portable electronic devices having high
performance and a low manufacturing cost.[6, 51, 53] With high surface-to-volume ratios, excellent
carriermobility and chemically decorated surfaces, which can further bemodified/functionalized, one-
dimensional inorganic semiconductingnanostructures are attractive candidates for lithium-ionbatteries,[93]
future flexible displays,[34] solar cells,[127] supercapacitors,[44] nanogenerators,[19] sensors,[126]
etc.
One of the crucial challenges for future applications is the nanostructure electrical and mechanical
statistical stability. Although usually most reports claim that the nanowire conductivity is stable during
mechanical deformations, there have been no deep and direct investigations related to the photocon-
ductivity or photocurrent spectroscopy of free-standing individual nanowires under conditions which
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d) e)
original       bent
1.68% strain
recovered
500 nm
Figure 6.2: Representative TEM images of the original (a), bent (b) and recovered (c) states of
an individual CdS nanowire positioned between fixed Au (left hand side) and movable W (right
hand side) electrodes; and a summary of dark current (d) and photocurrent (e) measurements at
different stages of the bending-recovery process. Calculated strains are marked on the TEM image
and I-V plots.
allow for the real-time observations of deformation-induced strains.
Hence, it is rather unclear how the crystallography changes in deformed nanowires affect their pho-
toresponses. It is noteworthy that somematerialswere found tobeunstableduringelasticdeformations.[1]
Herein, I thoroughly consider these issues by performing in situHRTEMexperiments using the optical
TEM holder discussed in Chapter 2.
I chose cadmiumsulfide (CdS), a direct band gap semiconductor for diverse photoelectronic devices,
as my testing nanowire material.[109] Using paired probing and microscopy techniques, the electrical
currents generated in light-illuminated specimen were measured by source-measuring units.
Initial testings revealed an unclear correlation between deformations and current values. To exclude
the uncertainty introduced by the contact conditions, and to account for the structural diversity of the
nanowires, I performed detailed statistical analysis based on numerous sets of experiments. Then the
photocurrent spectroscopy measurements were performed. The spectroscopy reveals red-shifts for the
cut-off wavelength of the nanowires under strain. The final part of the work attempts to characterize the
strain-induced structural changes using electron diffraction analysis.
..................................................................................................................................................................... 67
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Figure S1. Deformation rate was calculated as d/R, where d represents the diameter of the
nanowire, while R is measured using “Digimizer” software. (a) Overlapped image of Figures
2a and 2b. (b) Measurements of the diameter of nanowire, and radius of its curvature.
a)
0.5 m
Parameter Value (μm)
Radius of original state 27.189
Radius of deformed state 7.639
Diameter of the nanowire 0.081
b)
Figure 6.3: Strain values for an individual nanowire was determined under TEM imaging. (a) Two
overlapped images of the n nowire in different states. (b) Measurem ts of the diame f the
nano ire, and its radius of c rvature for the two cases. The strain was calculated as d=R, where d
and R represent the diameter and the radius of curvature, respectively. The values were measured
by using the Digimizer software*.
6.2 Experimental
CdS nanowires were synthesized via traditional chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method on silicon
substrates or graphite plates. The fabrication conditions were reported in my published work.[123]
The sizes of nanowires were around 100 nm in diameter and a few micrometers in length. The crystal
structure of the nanowires was wurzite, which was confirmed by X-ray diffraction and SAED pattern, as
shown in Figure 6.1. The sampleswere put onto a freshly-cut flattened goldwire tip by using aminimum
amount of electrically-conductive silver epoxy.
As illustrated in Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2, the system is equipped with an optical fiber protruded
through the TEM specimen holder, and with a piezo-tube for an electrical/mechanical probing inside
the pole piece of themicroscope. Theprobewith a tip radius ranging from50nm to severalmicrometers
was aligned to the axis of the optical fiber core at a distance of 0.5mm. Probing, imaging and diffraction
studies were conducted by using the same energy-filtered 300 kV JEM-3100FEF high-resolution TEM,
under high vacuum(10 5 Pa) at room temperature. Formore information please refer to the description
of engineering details of a piezo-driven optical TEM holder in Chapter 2.
Two types of in situ experiments were conducted:
(1)Photocurrent I-Vmeasurements, as illustrated inFigure 2.5 Scheme1 inChapter 2, while probing
the I-V response of nanowires irradiated by a laser diode with a working wavelength of 488 nm.
(2) Photocurrent spectroscopy measurements, as described in Figure 2.5 Scheme 2 in Chapter 2,
while measuring the wavelength dependency of the electrical current generated inside the nanowire
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Figure 6.4: Statistical distribution of the measured ON/OFF (photocurrent/dark current) ra-
tios for 139 bending/recovery experiments performed on free-standing single CdS nanowires. (a)
ON/OFF ratios scatter mainly fits a gray region where the majority of measured ratios are in-
cluded. (b) Statistical analysis of the ratios in log scale. The lines represent Gaussian fits for the
three histograms.
under light illumination. The light source for photocurrent spectroscopy was a powerful laser driven
light source (LDLS).The output of LDLS was then monochromated in order to carry out wavelength-
selectedmeasurements. In order to resolve the signal out of the noise, a chopper and a lock-in amplifier
were applied in the measurement system.
6.3 Results and discussions
Photocurrents and dark currents of the nanowires were carefully measured by the sourcemeter before
deformation, after it and after final and complete nanostructure recovery. Some of nanowires revealed
stable contact properties during the deformations and recoveries, the other deviated from the stable
behavior and possessed changed currents. Figure 6.2a illustrates a contact to a nanowire in its original
non-deformed state.
The average strain was defined as " = dR , where d is the diameter of the nanowire, R is its radius
of curvature.† These two parameters were determined by a software, employing a curvature fit to the
TEM images, as presented in Figure 6.3 for a representative nanowire. I always try my best to get an
intimate and stable physical contact, therefore the probe was slightly pressed towards the nanowire to
avoid possible sliding between the probe and the specimen, as presented in Figure 6.2a. The probe was
thenmoved within the image plane for about 200 nm, leading to a strain of up to 1.68%, as presented in
Figure 6.2b. Thenanowirewas finally recovered to its unbent state bymoving the probe backwards, as il-
lustrated in Figure 6.2c. The I-Vmeasurementswere performed in both dark and illuminated conditions
†Please not the the strain value determination here is the same as that in Chapter 5 in principle, but with a difference of
constant factor of 2.
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Figure 6.5: Photocurrent spectroscopy measurements performed on a representative individual
CdS nanowire. The spectra have been fitted with logistic decay functions (solid lines); the re-
gions of the curves corresponding to the symmetry point of each function have been extrapolated
(dashed lines) to determine the intersections with the horizontal asymptote (dotted line). Left in-
set shows a schematic of the bending experiment. Right inset shows a low-magnification TEM
image of the selected nanowire in contact with the W probe.
in each state, as summarized in Figure 6.2d-e. In order to get a clear understanding of the correlation be-
tween the deformation states of the nanowires and the photocurrent responses, I performed numerous
experiments for a comprehensive statistical analysis. The current values were found to be very much
scattered. However, I found that the light ON/OFF ratio (photocurrent to dark current ratio) of the
nanowires could be nearly stable.
In this Chapter, I define three ON/OFF ratios, corresponding to the original, deformed and recov-
ered states as:
Rori =
Iph ori
Idr ori
, Rdef =
Iph def
Idk def
, Rrec =
Iph rec
Idk rec
, where dk and ph correspond to dark current and photocurrent, while ori, def and rec refer to the
original, deformed and recovered states of the nanowire, respectively.
As presented in Figure 6.4a, the values vary a lot for different cases. This might be caused by contact
changes during probing, but theON/OFF ratios are rather stable for each individual case. The statistical
distributions of theON/OFF values in Figure 6.4b imply that this trend is valid in a wider scale and also
allows us to estimate an average value of about 10, or around 7 to 20. The results of stable ON/OFF
ratios made the majority of cases but some data had some deviations. Actually it is due to limitations
of our setup with respect to the number of electrodes employed. These are only two. With only two
electrical contacts, the contact resistance becomes an important uncertainty.[29] We expect that this
variable could be reduced by the statistical analysis (on the basis that the contact resistance is normally
randomly distributed). We expect that the nature of this variable (with respect to the resistance of the
70 .....................................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 6.6: (a,b) Additional examples of photocurrent spectroscopy on individual CdS nanowires,
in their initial and deformed states. Low magnification TEM images are shown in the insets for
each case. Strain and red-shift values are marked on each plot.
nanowire itself) allows for various contributions to be effectively separated. This enables us to observe
the effects which are intrinsic to the nanowire samples themselves.
To get an additional information the photocurrent spectroscopy was performed under simultaneous
TEM imaging.
In Figure 6.5, the photocurrent spectroscopy results are plotted before and during the deformation
process which introduces a 1.1% elastic deformation. The NW photocurrent cut-off wavelength pos-
sesses a 7.3 nm red shift under strain. At the initial state the edge wavelength was located at 521.8 nm.
After deformation, the cut-off wavelength increased to 529.1 nm. More examples which feature similar
red-shifts for the cut-off wavelength are shown in Figure 6.6. To sum up, the shifts of cut-off wavelength
with regard to strains are listed in Table 6.1.
Thus an average value of 3:32:9nm is obtained fromTable 6.1. The shift data shows that the effect is
not limited to individual cases. The cut-off wavelength of the photocurrent spectrum is directly related
to the electronic band structure. Thus it determines the near-band-edge emission (NBE)of thematerial.
Our observations are consistent with the previous publications performed bymeasuring the CL of CdS
Strain (%) Red shifts (nm) (%)
1.68 1.2
0.75 5.4
1.59 -0.6
1.21 0.7
3.36 5.5
Table 6.1: Cut-off wavelength shift values for the independently deformed nanowires.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Simulated atomic model of the CdS nanowire in plane, top, and 3D views. (b)
Electron DOS for CdS nanowires with different degrees of bending. The Fermi energy is shifted to
zero. The right-hand-side inset shows the band gap dependence on the bending strain.
nanowires inside SEM,where the authors observed red-shifted emission for theNBEpeak under strain.
This is an indication for a decrease in the bandgap value and it is in agreement with our data.[21]
Thenwedeveloped amodel of bentCdSnanowires having various degrees of curvature in accordance
with the experimental deformation values. A simulated supercell of a CdS nanowire (consisting of 1500
atoms of Cd and S) is illustrated in Figure 6.7. In order to avoid the presence of dangling bonds and
surface currents over the bent nanowires, they were covered by a uniform layer of hydrogen atoms.
For each bending strain the electron density of states (DOS) was calculated (Figure 6.7b). It was
found that with increasing strain the band gap value decreases (see Figure 6.7b), which is caused by the
change of the top of the valence band and of the bottomof the conduction band. Theobtained band gap
behavior agrees well with the earlier DFT calculations carried out within a small bending range (up to
2%).[21] Decreasing of the band gap is directly related to the experimentally observed red shift of the
photocurrent response. In the inset of Figure 6.7b the dependence of the band gap value on the bending
strain is shown. By increasing the strain to 4% the band gap decreases from 2.4 eV to 0.9 eV.
Because of the relatively low strain and absence of temperature effects in calculations no structural
defects are obvious. Only direct surface reconstruction within the bent regions was observed which
could generate the small distortion (decreasing distance between the neighboring surface atoms) and
further reduce the band gap. Also, the present nanowires were deformed elastically, compared to the
previous research where larger strains (>10%) took place.[94]
Evidence of the strain effects may cause the valence band decrease. Such strain effects may be ob-
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Figure 6.8: TEM images of the nanowire (a) before, and (b) after bending on a TEM carbon
grid using a standard double-tilt holder due to the electron beam irradiation of the supporting C
segments. The insets show SAED patterns along the [001] direction from areas marked by red
circles. Representative framed parts of the SAED patterns are zoomed-in in the lower-right parts
of the panels.
served by electron microscopy. Figure 6.8ab presents the images of a CdS nanowire at the initial and
deformed states. Insets of Figure 6.8ab are SAED patterns from the area marked in Figure 6.8ab.
The averaged results presented here cannot accurately describe a single selected nanowire for its over-
all functional performance. In fact, the nanowires vary based on their morphology and structural pe-
culiarities, even within the same synthetic batch of the material. There is a contradiction between the
needs to accurately control the properties of every nanowire and the requirements for their high-yield
production. However, froma statistical point of view, within a large number of structures, the nanowires
studied here have common properties with respect to their photocurrent-to-dark current ratios.
Thismeans that thedrawnconclusion is particularly important fordevices fabricatedbya large amount
of nanowires (their bunches) instead of a single nanowire device. Some successful examples of making
flexiblephotodetectors,[112]flexible transparent electrodes,[49]flexible supercapacitor electrodes,[49]
LEDarrays,[92] lithium-ion batteries,[93] and solar cells,[127], etc should bementioned in this regard.
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6.4 Conclusions
In conlusion, I have successfully performed photocurrent measurements for elastically deformed CdS
nanowires inside the HRTEM. Using in situ probing technique and the light illumination, I have char-
acterized the electronic (dark current) and optoelectronic features of individual nanowires under me-
chanical deformation. To make the data reliable for future bottom-up applications, a large variety of
nanowires was measured, which made possible an accurate statistical analysis of their properties. All
nanostructures reveal fairly similar ON/OFF ratios in original, bent and recovered states, with this
value mainly locating between 7 to 20. Photocurrent spectroscopy of several nanowires revealed red
shifts of cut-off wavelength of several nanometers. These tiny shifts are mainly caused by deformation-
induced strains, which induce changes in the electronic band structure. By taking SAED patterns, the
strain induced structural deformation was vizualized after bending. The experiments reflect a variety of
bending-induced stability features for individual nanowires. However, from a statistical point of view,
the nanowires display common features in their response to deformation, making them highly valuable
for future flexible optoelectronic applications.
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Conclusions and Future Perspectives
In summary, probing technique is applied to nanomaterials using in situ TEMwith many factors con-
sidered, such as chemical transitions, physical (electrical and mechanical) contacts and light illumina-
tions. I reviewed and introduced related research in in situ probing TEM of nanomaterials for flexible
optoelectronics and ion batteries applications in Chapter 1. Then the engineering details are discussed
and presented in Chapter 2. Some behaviours or performances are revealed and discussed in Chapters
3-6, I finally summarize them herein and express my views of the future prospects based onmy detailed
understanding due to my PhD research experience.
7.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 3, a direct and informative in situ probing nanoarchitectonics technique to construct individ-
ual axial nanowire junctions has been for the first time realized. In situHRTEM and in-tandem crystal-
lography characterizations and optoelectronic behavior studies uncover the optical sensing properties
of the single-crystalline axial CdS/p-Si nanowire junctions. The junctions exhibit decent selectivity to-
ward the light wavelength shorter than those of the yellow range. It is very interesting that the junctions
hold specific photocurrent saturation effect. The saturation of photocurrent at a relatively large bias
could be utilized for the low power consumption light intensity sensing and integrated tunable voltage-
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driven devices, thanks to the corresponding current limitations and excellent tolerance toward some
unreliable/unstable biases. Obviously, the present nanoarchitectonics approach employing in situ struc-
tural design andmeasurements gives hope for the timely establishing detailed operational principles of
bottom-up nano-devices.
In Chapter 4, the designed phase-transformation route was found to be successful for fabrication of
anNdoped graphene-phosphorus anodematerial with layered sandwich-likemorphologies where very
thin amorphous red P layers are placed within flexible and conductive N-doped graphene frameworks.
Advantages of the as-designed anode material have been studied by various characterization tech-
niques, device tests, in situmicroscopy and theoretical calculations. These advantages are:
(1)Thin P layer on the doped graphene (instead of crystalline P) anode shows ultrastable efficiency
of 0.002% decay per cycle and good rate capability of 809 mAh/g at 1500 mA/g;
(2) P-C stable bonds may exist to tighly bind GN and P layers;
(3) In situ HRTEM experiments verified and revealed the reasons behind the ultrastable perfor-
mance.
Chapter 5 discusses on the opto-mechano-electrical tripling phenomenon under in situ observation
and probingmeasurements of photocurrents in zinc oxide nanowires in real time, and under high spatial
resolution. By comparing photocurrent spectra of individual free-standing zinc oxide nanowires under
strains, splitting of photocurrent spectra is established. The shifts of photocurrent peaks are in obvious
correlation with the bending strains. The red/blue shifts are proved to be directly related to the split-
ting of energy levels in the valence band at Γ point. DFTB calculations show a perfect match with the
in situ probing experimental results. The splitting of photocurrent spectroscopy provides an important
information for future flexible optoelectronics and piezo-phototronics. For example, this can be con-
sidered for strain tunedwavelength-divisionmultiplexingmodules orMOEMSdevices, and for flexible
optoelectronic components where photocurrent splitting value should be evaded as a key variable.
InChapter 6, I have successfully performedphotocurrentmeasurements for elastically deformedCdS
nanowires inside the HRTEM. Using in situ probing technique and light illumination, I have character-
ized the electronic (dark current) andoptoelectronic features of individual nanowires undermechanical
deformation. To make the data reliable for future bottom-up applications, a large variety of nanowires
was measured, which made possible an accurate statistical analysis of their properties. All nanostruc-
tures reveal similar ON/OFF ratios in original, bent and recovered states, with a value mainly locating
bwtween 7 and 20. Photocurrent spectra of several nanowires possess red shifts of cut-off wavelength
of several nanometers. These tiny shifts are mainly caused by deformation induced strains, which result
in the changes in the electronic band structure. By taking SAED patterns, the strain-induced structural
deformation was confirmed after bending. The experiments reveal a variety of bending-induced stabil-
ity for individual nanowires. However, from a statistical point of view, the nanowires display common
features in their response to deformation, making them valuable for future flexible optoelectronic appli-
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cations.
7.2 Future perspectives
7.2.1 Nanoscale building blocks in future
Although many researchers always claim that their nanomaterial samples are perfect and uniform, the
quality is not that perfect to clarify on identical physical or chemical properties.
In Chapter 3, we noticed that the reproducibility (Table 3.1) is very high for heterojunctions with
respect to the discovered saturation effect. But the current values vary a lot based on different sizes of
buildingblocks. InChapter 6, it is noticed that even the ratios of photo-to-dark current ratios in different
states are more or less stable, the photo-to-current ratios of each nanowire are very different from each
other. The scattered distribution of the ratios is caused by non-uniform structural features and chemical
compositions. To use the nanowires in bundles is practical in some applications, while it is not practical
to apply them in a single nanowire device for the mass production.
It is expected that nanoscale building blocks can be really uniform at the nanoscale. Such nanoscale
buildingblocksbecome thebricks for the follow-uparchitecture. When the synthesis of variousnanoscale
building blocks can be well controlled to reach identical morphology, surface, physical, and chemical
properties, the manufacturing process will become reliable and reproducible.
Another problem is that the current understanding of many nanomaterials is not yet comprehensive.
But if the materials are synthesized with the identical morphology and crystallography, their properties
are easier to be controlled.
7.2.2 Nanomanipulations in microscopy in the future
We are now in 2017, the age of nanotechnology, gene engineering, information technology, artificial in-
telligence andmanymore striking discoveries. According to the history of tools, human beings are now
quite new to the nanometer scale. The tools we are using for the nano-world are electron microscopy,
atomic force microscopy, lithography, piezoelectric probing and other technologies. It is true that vari-
ous nanostructures are indeed successfully synthesized these days, they may be designed on electronic
chips for mass production, and their observations may be performed at the atomic resolution. How-
ever, lithography technology does not work for many other applications, microscopy has sampling lim-
itations, mechanical technology is not mature yet to handle nanoscale building blocks easily.
During my research toward a PhD degree, I successfully performed thousands of nanoscale opera-
tions manually. Most processes are based on my personal experience. If we are able to translate our
experience into codes for a machine, it is very possible that machines become able to perform the re-
peatable operations. In Figure 7.1, an example of automation of nanomanipulation is illustrated. In
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Figure 7.1: The workflow for nanoscale manipulations by automation.
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this workflow figure, the machine starts from sample loading, and then performs searching of quali-
fied nanostructure targets, followed by automation of microscopy, second qualification check, auto-
focus and auto-alignment for high resolution imaging, third qualification check, determining location
of probe and target sample, approaching and contacting probe to target, electron beam soldering, re-
tracting a nanostructure target, and many other possible functions. Automation of nanoscale handling
through SEM and AFM is also under research now. [20]We expect that automation will be mature for
mass production of future micro- and nano-flexible optoelectronics based on bottom-up technology
using various nanomaterials.
7.2.3 Nanomaterials for energy storage in the future
Nanomaterials are superior in offering large surface to volume ratios, decent transport properties, vari-
able physical parameters, and confinement effects owing to their nanoscale dimensions, and have been
extensively studied for energy-related applications, such as solar cells, thermoelectrics, ion batteries,
supercapacitors, and gas storage accumulators.
It is expected that the future energy storage is structurally designed down to nanoscale world to fully
ultilize the nanodimensions – as Feynman said, there is plenty of room at the bottom. The volumetric
capacity could be much higher, while at the same time the battery becomes stable and safe.
The problems may be solved through:
(i) generating optical effects to enhance the optical absorption in solar cells,
(ii) implementing a large surface area to boost the electrochemical reaction or molecular adsorption
occurring at the solid–liquid or solid–gas interfaces, and
(iii) ensuring perfect crystallinity and/or porous structures to boost the electron or ion transport and
electrolyte diffusion, so as to guarantee that the electrochemical process takes placewith high efficiency.
It is stressed that, in order to further optimize the capabilities of nanostructured materials for energy
conversion and storage, newmechanisms and nanostructures are eagerly awaited.
In addition to highlighting the obvious advantages of nanostructuredmaterials, their limitations and
challenges for the usage in solar cells, lithium ion batteries, supercapacitors, and hydrogen storage sys-
tems are also required to be further investigated in all details.[17]
7.2.4 Nanoscale optoelectronics in the future
All of us are expecting optoelectronics to be integrated into our daily life. To develop an integrated
optical interconnect technology and to significantly decrease the energy consumption of future com-
puting systems such paradigm could not be underestimated. The low-loss and high-speed features of
optical interconnects would allow for the usage of much greater bandwidths. Taking electrical signals
from processors and transferring them into optical/light signals, which are then transmitted via optical
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Figure 7.2: in situ TEM built solar cell. The layered specimen is prepared as a cross section of
the solar cell.
waveguides on printed circuit boards, are the urgent steps. This is paving the way for integrating optical
and electrical functions, as well as building components directly in the processors.
We probably would not get rid of silicon technology because it is still the best choice for microelec-
tronics. However for an optical-electrical transfer, we require many semiconductors with different in-
trinsic electrical band structures. It is possible to integrate othermaterials, such as direct and wide band
gap materials (such as CdS, ZnO), into silicon electronics.
Once the quality of these nanoscale building blocks becomes good enough (especially the present
probably inconsistency is eliminated), once the nanoscale manipulation technology finds itself mature
enough (mass automated production), the nanoscale optoelectronics should arrive at the real market.
By simply placing several optoelectronic semiconducting nanoscale building blocks around a processor,
optical-electrical signalswithin a single chipwill first be applied to ”green” andhigh-end computing, and
then to our daily life necessities.
7.2.5 In situ probing TEM in the near future
To create pathways for future applications, experiments and investigations through in situmicroscopy
are fundamental and essential.
Various materials were tested using in situ probing microscopy. Besides Si, CdS, P@GN and ZnO,
as discussed in previous chapters, many other materials, such as TiO2 nanocrystals, MoS2 nanosheets,
ZnSe/GaP nanowires and CdS/ZnO branched nanostructures also exhibited clear photocurrent re-
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sponses, while SnO2@Gmicrosheets, Si/C nanospheres, Cu/Li4Ti5O12 scaffolds, MoS2/Cnanosheets
and N doped graphene showed decent energy storage performances.
For electrical/optical in situ probing TEM experiments, many other samples which I measured did
not demonstrate strong photocurrent responses. For example, In2O3, ZnS, boron nitride(BN), BN–C,
BCNO, CNwith wide/indirect band gap or low conductivity do not respond to the light illumination.
For BN family materials, strong deep UV laser may excite carriers and lead to new results, but in my ex-
periments, some regularly changing current signals were caused by absorbing light energy and heating.
Therefore, for the indirect band gap semiconductors, and for the notwell-defined band gapmaterials,
the electrical/optical in situ probing TEM is not easy to detect possible small optoelectronic signals for
various optoelectronic applications, but it is expected to do so in the future. It is also thought that the
optical fiber plus electrical measuring equipments shall be upgraded to collect and process lower scale
signals from smaller (regions of) samples.
As I mentioned in Chapter 2, in situ photovoltage measurements are also possible to be performed
by the similar microscopy setup.
For instance, solar cells are not investigated in detail by in situTEM.One ofmy experimental designs
for in situ solar cell is presented in Figure 7.2. The solar cell can be processed by slicing and FIB and then
placed in TEM.
For physical/chemical in situ probingTEMexperiments toward energy storage applications, the near
future research is more clear, but still challenging. It is expected that the structure design would be
more complicated and space-efficient while taking care of higher-level control of structural consistency,
and quality of the samples. The in situ probing experiments for energy storage, including new types of
ion-batteries (Aluminum-ion batteries andMagnesium-ion batteries), super-capacitors and some of the
pseudocapacitors, are interesting directions which are anticipated.
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